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A Note
For an adivasi to gain an authentic, detailed insight into his/her native worldview,
in order that it be revitalised, is becoming an increasing impossibility. With its
strident predominance, the march of modernity has almost totally crushed the
adivasi worldview and self-image. Now there is an immense desperation
accompanying this realization. There are frantic efforts on the adivasi’s part to fill
this void by adopting/borrowing somebody else's past, worldview, modern
worldview, the Hindu worldview, Christian worldview, secular worldview, or by
striking the contemporary moral/spiritual/aesthetic stance which has its roots in
the modern experience, and is un-connectable to their native vision and
sensibilities.

Our experience of modernity and concerns thereof have led to a stalemate
in our debates and comprehensions about the adivasi. These have wittingly
or unwittingly engendered the unlike-adivasi debates on them, forests,
wilds, land, water, animals energy, culture, climate change, democracy,
ecology, spirits and skies etc. The politics of modern knowledge systems,
even though it be un-intended, generates continuous disparagement of
local adivasi sensibility and knowledge: a crucial element in perpetuating
his/her marginalization. Such blindness emerges from a discourse that is
dislocated in its core.

In the early ‘80s, when I first entered the area in Bastar called Abujhmad, I had this
beautiful notion of streams, waterfalls and the soft side of ‘mother nature’ etc.
Though there had been earlier stretches of living and working in a few forest areas
but in Abujhmad all this began disappearing. The belief that tribals lived in
remote, hilly areas called forests was shaken.

There was a major issue of dialogue with the Madias, not merely of a linguistic
nature. The gap occurred because they were not living in the forest. Madias were
living in the wilds. The very word “forest” denotes a very different sensibility, by
which very subtly, unknowingly, a lot of dissolve happens. In a measure no less
than the school or the industry, the forest represents the State, the market, the
modernity.
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Forest is a social artifact, a civilisational and political artifact, with known
sights, smells and sounds, exactitudes and certitudes, like an industry,
with a very systemic product. And everything in the forest has a value
different from the wilds. Such forest demands to be conserved. Forest and
modernity are symbiotic co-existents; one cannot survive without the
other. It is an institution, an extension of the state. You see the state there
very clearly whether in the form of market today or earlier forms; or the
certitudes that sustain both modernity and state. Its laws prevail,
sensibility prevails, the kind of trees there, the way it is decided what trees
they want and how much the people can take from that and what they can
take from the forest. Who in his sane mind can expect the state to give up
industry or the other modern processes, symbolising the power of
modernity, all that it stands for. The self-image and self-definition of
modernity comes from the forest as much as it comes from the industry,
notions of governance, ecology or the debates thereabout.
The discourse of the forest is irrelevant to the tribal sensibility, which one finds in
Abujhmad, because their entire code and mode of living and relating to the
environment, to the ‘other’ is on a premise not much known to the world outside.
In the wild, it is the human who needs to be conserved. He/she does not conserve
the wild, it conserves itself. How does one estimate the mysterious unknown of
Abujhmad’s wilderness, without familiarity and with that which comes from
contemporary apparatus? Forms emerged from a certain darkness. Their
presence came from a primeval obscurity. In this void, this darkness, floated the
perception of the world.

So how could the Madia place a value on his tree, or the river, land, ancestors,
beliefs, spaces or relationships he/she had with them? The tree explains him/her
and consents to his/her existence. Days and nights are distinctly demarcated and
have distinctly different purposes in the lives of the Madia. The wild, animals,
open spaces, rivers, sky and the spirits, an entire universe of complex, shared and
‘dis-empowered’ relationships undergoes metamorphoses as day changes into
night and night into day. What belongs to one during daylight is renounced to the
other at night. Such willful stepping down continues everyday, since times
immemorial.

The Madia name for his/her homeland is Meta Boom which means Land of Hills.
Abujhmad is the name given by outsiders. Abujh is a Hindi term, meaning that
which is unknown; while Mad denotes the region. Living there required
permission from the then Madhya Pradesh government. I took no photographs;
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not only because it was prohibited but also because it was an ethical issue, an
issue that needed to be addressed in terms of the ‘pristine’ there, that was and
that which ‘was not’. However, some photographs from nearby parts in Bastar are
being included.

Usually I am diffident to talk about these things because I don’t have any
conclusions about that society or the one that is mine own. I have only some
experiences that probably have neither value nor relevance, may be even in the
discourse of activism or academics. There is nothing concrete, no visions or
findings as such to communicate, and this is an irregularity of sorts. Discourses
as such rest on visions, findings and the power vested in their vocabulary, at least
relative conclusions, ability to challenge the ‘permanence’ or face its challenges
and, amongst other things, the communicability of it all. There is only an
experience of Abujhmad, but when translated or integrated into such discourse it
gets challenged and tends to diminish if not distort. The experience of there is
that ‘permanence’ in Abujhmad cannot face challenges. It is a paradox. In such
engagement there is the deflected and the disparate. Primeval darkness and tiger
are idioms of the unknown, terror of the unknown, as also quest of the unknown
and vulnerability in face thereof. Abujhmad has not yet blocked its unknown. Their
communicability is an idiosyncrasy of speech, and there is an irregularity about
such speech.

These pieces are based on some of my field notes and memory of then. Of course,
they are also influenced by how I have seen Bastar over the years and how it
appears now. They could not have been written in any way other than the one
presented.

I am grateful to Professor Suresh Sharma for helping me get to know the
universe of adivasis better. My gratitude also to long time friend Vijay
Pratap for giving me much of his otherwise busy time and helping bring
these field notes and memories to their present shape; above all, for
helping further understand the political magnitude of such notes and
experiences. All photographs included are courtesy my friend and colleague
Malini Kalyanivala who took them during her work and travels in Bastar. I
have discussed with her without inhibition many aspects of these
ruminations. Ratneshwar Nath, my friend of over 27 years in Bastar, has
invariably provided that moral and emotional support without which my
excursions there would not have been possible. In some strange,
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inexplicable way I am indebted to Astu, the traditional healer who reached
Salehbhat in the course of his wanderings; and stayed on.
My profoundest gratitude is reserved for the people of Bastar, especially
Abujhmad, for letting me feel an intrinsic part of their extraordinary milieu. To
them, I am especially indebted.

Narendra
Feb 19 2008
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Abujhmad: First Impressions
It was a cold winter morning of 1982 that I set out from Narayanpur for
Sonepur, some 30 kilometers away. This was the first time ever I was
going to Abujhmad. Earlier, for a few months I had lived in Kanker, about
two hours as the crow flies. Also had had an occasion to skirt around in
the direction of its eastern side on a motorcycle about a year or two earlier.
Both my information and impressions of Abujhmad were very limited, as
they could be just that, yet I suffered from a sense of relative sufficiency. It
was a later realization that it was a mental and cultural equipment almost
wholly inadequate, and unsuited, to determine the region’s magnitude. It
was also a later realization that magnitudes as such cannot be accessed–leave alone comprehended —without continuous interface. In order to
know one has to unfailingly present oneself. Mediations are helpful but not
enough. My earlier during stays or travels to other parts of the country had
not equipped me for this.
The way to Sonepur was a generally climbing dirt track, often squeezing into a
trail, with pebbles, stones and boulders, winding and climbing and with many a
stream and nullah to ford. With my two bags packed with clothes, some basic
rations and utensils, books, notebooks and pens, in the very first few kilometers I
began regretting the bicycle I thought would be helpful. But then, being without
one could have been a greater regret; at least the descents, howsoever infrequent,
bumpy and hazardous were relieving insofar as I did not have to walk them, too.
For the greater part of the journey, however, one had to lug the bicycle and goods
on foot.

A journey it was! Thereafter it was a continuous travel into the unknown, and may
be the unknowable, both within and without; into the darker areas of the
mystifying forests of Abujhmad, the inner loneliness and dispossession; and the
strong sense of vulnerability that accrued in its wake. All fears seemed to come
alive as though they were always there, unknown and buried for centuries which,
when they surfaced, were alien and unrecognizable. Experiencing a fear which
one does not recognize, which is unfamiliar, evoked responses which one had not
known earlier: a hitherto unprecedented sense of both vulnerability and
veneration. In the dense wild where the trail –a metaphor for uncertainty,
disguise, concealment and obscurity --was hemmed in by thick vegetation
unwittingly organized in, seemingly, some of the most primitive and
incomprehensible arrangements, kilometer after kilometer, entailed a certain
indeterminate unintelligibility which tended to uproot the trained and familiar
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cognitive patterns and disposition; more so when such obscurity continually
refused to unravel anything of itself. It was an unfamiliar premise of cognition and
consequent ways of relating with the seen and unseen surroundings where I, in
my “human splendor”, did not matter. How world views rest on, at the end of it,
mere assumptions!
And what mattered was only dimly felt, mostly uncomprehended.
As though vulnerability, veneration and faith are natural
corollaries, effortlessly pouring out of a primal context.

The first few kilometers didn’t really seem to be such a forest-like stretch. I had
had earlier occasions to pass through or live in such expanses in other parts of
Bastar, Chhatisgarh and elsewhere; the only exception being that on this stretch
there were no villages or other forms of habitation to be seen. ‘Seen’ is a relative
word. One doesn’t always first see the object but the contour and form and how it
relates to the surrounding circumstance. Despite his human anatomy it was not
initially easy to identify a Madia in the forest though he be only meters away. His
color, appearance, gait, posture and silence left no easily discernible boundaries
between him and forest. Looking at the Madia, ‘boundaries’ signified not a
distance from the center but proximity between two centers. He was a part of the
forest; forest was the starting point, not man. This has strong political, economic
and ecological implications in terms of the discourse and temper they reinforce
without examination.
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The only noise along the way was that of gurgling streams and nullahs. Contrary
to my expectations, there were no chirping birds either; nor did I see any flying
across the sky. It was a discovery in due course of my living there that in forests
birds cannot be seen as easily one sees in ‘civilized’ parts. Even the stray dog –
that irrefutable evidence in India of warmth and nearby human presence (an issue
sociologists have ignored)-- on its usual and rather hurried trot was conspicuous
by its absence. There were only trees, vines, bushes, boulders, rocks, huge
anthills, trails, tracks, sky, clouds and unfamiliar silence. The gurgling of streams
increasingly merged into that strange and almost visible silence of the forest. As
one moved deeper inside, such unknown’s silence –within and without-- became
the dominant substance.

About two years earlier, while I was in Chatisgarh, Professor Suresh Sharma and I
had undertaken a two to three week long motorcycle journey over parts of Bastar
and Chatisgarh region of then Madhya Pradesh. Traveling day and night, halting
for sleep at large or non-descript government rest houses—those charming relics
of the British Raj where, if you are not a government official, the Chowkidar-cumcare taker is the king emperor. I guess it was this trip that germinated the idea for
this study now being undertaken under the CSDS project ‘Towards A critique of
Instrumental Validation—Tribal Perceptions’.

Narayanpur is the sub-divisional headquarter of Abujhmad though not all of
Abujhmad knows of this administrative factotum. Probably nowhere else on earth
does such raw power emanate as from the moffusil towns of India’s countryside.
Literally, Abujhmad means ‘the inscrutable land’ (Abujh:inscrutable; Mad is the
name given by the native Hill Madias to the about 800 sq. km region they inhabit).
The relatively untouched Madia community exists in an age which should be by
most standards
primitive.
Abujhmad is surveyed neither by the forest
department nor by that of Land Revenue. Cognizable intrusions from the powerful
modern outside world have been hitherto too few to push them into the
mainstream.

Contemporary economics calls the forest economy as survival economy. Such
terms, in their significance, convey a certain postulate that derives from a
sensibility of plenty and depletion. The Madias depend mainly on food gathering
and hunting. Virtually un-restricted availability of hill slopes gives them the
immemorial freedom for shifting cultivation. Between the sparsely inhabited
settlements in their primordial hills run paths through extremely dense forests
which had never felt the impact of wheels even of the most primitive variety.
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To the Madia the forest is his well loved home, his existence and livelihood (how
far this word has traveled in meaning and implications from primitive to modern
times). It gives him food -- fruits of all kinds, nourishing leaves and roots, honey,
wild games, fish and an occasional bird. It keeps him warm with its fuel and cool
with its, at times impenetrable, canopies. It provides him material to build his tiny
hut. his religion makes special sacrifices to forest gods; offerings are made if for
some reason a young tree has to be felled; there are ceremonies before and after
hunting. From times immemorial he has enjoyed the freedom with the forest, hunt
its animals, bathe in its rivers and streams, protect, revere and use it for living.
Yet he does not have a conviction that the forest is his, nor would he ever want to
fight for it though he shares an indivisibility with it.

He is not the irremediable primitive who destroys forests. How can a Madia
destroy his forest? He owns no technology as such, no trucks, not even a bullock
cart, no form of transport save his legs. The utmost he needs is a small plot for
shifting cultivation and a smaller one for his hut, deadwood to keep himself warm
in winters, repair or reconstruct the tiny hut, weave a sleeping mat or basket or a
‘sieve’ for fishing, a single bow and 4-5 arrows, a tiny tobacco pouch. His fuel
needs for cooking are not much because he doesn’t cook much. His forest for
him is not an economic unit but a whole universe which cannot be claimed or
used by any one.

The Madia is not a consumer of forest or nature. It is the industry, township,
development or some project or the other as roads, railways, including social
forestry whereby vast tracts of forests are given over to outsiders who mercilessly
destroy with or without necessity and with or without coercive power. For the
government, industry –and above all the civil society-- the forest is a unit for
revenue, never ‘optimal’ but ever increasing. Experience shows that all such
vocabulary as industry, township, government and civil society denotes excessive
organization, control, unequal rights and economies which destroys nature and all
ways and forms of life save its own: but herein lies the certainty of its selfdestruction.

It was 2 PM when a halt was made at the Bengur stream. After the bicycle,
the significance of the watch was apparent, too; as of so much else in due
course. But one clings still. At the Bengur, in its utter wilderness of
pebbles, rocks, boulders, fallen trees the only sound was of its gurgling
waters; so loud that it was not possible to hear one’s own voice. After
partaking of the chapaatis and sabzi from the bag, the earlier idea of a
short rest was abandoned. The need and longing for human habitation was
great. Rest has much to do with another human being. It was unrestrained
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and undomesticated nature with its unfamiliar implications. This ‘forest’
was different from the ones seen earlier, may be not even a forest but sheer
primal nature. All of them had been impacted by the human in some
measure or the other. ‘A walk in the forest’ or ‘beauty of nature’ belongs to
a different lexicon. Nature is ever kind and nurturing is a relatively recent
construct.
One could not see in the direction of the horizon because of continuous
foliage. But my watch and somewhat dimming overhead sky suggested
evening was not far away. Curls of rising smoke in the distance gave away
the location of Sonepur.
Sonepur is the only non-Madia village in Abujhmad. It is a predominantly
Halba village, including a family or two of Jogis and Pankas. A fulsome
village of about 50 families with its settled agriculture, milch cows &
occasional buffaloes, a two-roomed Forest Department rest house, a two
roomed school building, three occasionally working hand pumps, better
clothed bodies it barely resembles a typical Madia village. And without that
peculiar human smell -- not always an affront to the nostrils --that one gets
in Madia villages, Sonepur has marked its distance.
Abujh Mad was still far away.
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Adivasi and Non-Adivasi Controversy
-- Need for Re-examination
The adivasi worldview has never seen itself as disparate from the folk worldview.
In India so long as local memory and folklore goes back, though the multicentered and multi-ethnic adivasis have been living in some kind of divergence
with the mainstream Indian society and the world at large; they nevertheless
seem to have sought and received a certain ‘exemption’ within which they could
conduct their daily life in consonance with their worldview, self-image and cultural
rhythms. The discourse and social system that provided for the play of such
disagreement and ‘exemption’ spread practically throughout the sub-continent.
Such ‘exemption’ was never punished with an outright threat to survival:
conceptual, cultural or economic. Such dialogue between the folk and adivasi
continued, sometimes ruptured at others, repaired. Boundaries of such dialogue
remained fluid and un-defined; crossed over and back intermittently. Agricultural
practices, animal husbandry, reverence for nature and its bounties, art-craft and
many others as such were the commonly shared and strengthened spaces. No
adivasi village was ever complete without non-adivasis. This interplay enabled
the famous adivasi art-craft which has never been made by adivasis but by the
non-adivasi dalit: the potter, woodworker, ironsmith, carpenter, iron-smelter,
maker of musical instruments etc. (interestingly, just as the mainstream Hindu
society, the maker of musical instruments was ‘untouchable’ for the adivasis too).
They performed the same role in the adivasi village and economy as they did
elsewhere. Though diminishing, this is true even today. Just as it is impossible to
visualize a non-adivasi village minus these, similarly it is un-imaginable how an
adivasi village could live sans them.
With the advent of the 19th Century, this loose arrangement was confronted with
the impact of modernity when Indian people and territory began to be
metamorphosed into the Indian State and world state at large. With it came the
conceptual apparatus whereby ethnicity, and ethnicity alone, became the
defining criteria for distinguishing between the adivasi and non-adivasi. At the
village level this has left both bewildered, not knowing how to relate to each
other, nay even to oneself, identity, common and shared legacy. Though initially
limited to only governments, anthropologists and other academics who did
extensive studies on ethnicity and unknowingly strengthened the new divide, it
was in due course also picked up by NGOs and other people’s organizations.
Wily nily almost everyone has been strengthening the divide. There is a stridency
to identity and self-image, so much so that both are quite at loggerheads now;
even the notion of identity (as we know today) has sprung from the new divide.
Whereas this new identity may have helped the adivasi in his/her new found
stridency it has left him/her further marginalized just as the non-adivasi who
shared the common life-spaces with them.
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An Art-Craft-Ecology Meet, Salehbhat

Both the adivasi and non-adivasi would suffer marginalization in increasing
measure, as they already are, unless their common past is re-examined and reaffirmed. It is imperative to strengthen the shared adivasi worldview and its
cultural confidence. Else, given the operative logic and its compulsions, the
adivasi discourse would disappear in its own nativity. It dare be said, there is
nothing as a distinctly ethnic adivasi discourse but a shared adivasi discourse
resting on common values, self-images, memory, life rhythms and reverences.
Here it is also important to add Gandhi’s inescapable relevance to such
discourse. In quint-essence Gandhi represented the folk view which so effectively
shared with the adivasi view.
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Baigas and Other Adivasis
British observers felt the adivasis had migrated into central India from
the East. Of these the Baigas were believed to be the first migrants. They
are said to have come many centuries earlier, probably much before the
more numerous Gonds who established political control over the hilly and
forest tracts around the fourteenth century.. Hindu villagers of these areas
viewed the Baigas as the original inhabitants and accepted their decisions
in boundary disputes.

The adivasi myths, especially the Baiga myths also support their claim to long
residence in the upland forests. Adivasi worldview is revealed especially in two
myths--one on creation and another on their role in the world.

According to the first myth, all the kingdoms of the world my fall to pieces, but he
who is made of earth shall never be forsaken. He will make his living from the
earth. He will dig roots and eat them. He will cut wood and carry it on his
shoulders. His wife will pick leaves and sell them. He will not tear the breasts of
his Mother Earth with the plough like the Hindu. He will fell trees but only to burn
them and sow the seed in the ashes. But he will never become rich, for if he did
he would forsake the earth, and then there would be no one to guard it and keep
its nails (trees) in place which kept the soil and earth together.
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Objects of Worship

This belief represented in such myths formed the basis for many adivasi
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beliefs, attitudes, and practices. It defined their role in the world—as guardians of
the forest and the soil. They would enjoy the produce of the forest and grow
crops by shifting cultivation in the forest but would never be rich. About the other
communities and some other tribes who practiced settled agriculture (especially
Raj Gonds, the bulk of adivasis considered them "inferior," as kisans or farmers
making use of the plough to tear Mother Earth outside the forest and the wilds.

Over time we have seen the adivasi as not wealthy or famous; nor skilled
specialists--except in their practice of shifting cultivation, hunting, food gathering,
ecological governance and sustainability.

The social value of forests and wilds reaches as far back as history itself; and,
yet is constant in many ways. For the popular and predominant mind, the forest
and wilds have been a dark and chaotic void from which human civilization was
born; it remains mysterious and hidden. Civilization had to expel the void, and
subdue wildness, the darkness of the forest had to give way to the lightness of
the clearing, just as mystery gave way to knowledge. Yet, however, it has
always has remained drawn to its mysteries and the beliefs that stemmed from it.
If the forest and wilds was a place where all was one, undifferentiated then
human society, as we have known it, was a place of distinction, of outside and
inside However, in the eventual analysis, the forest and wilds have had only a
social and economic referent.

Historically, adivasis have been continuously pushed to the far corners of the
subcontinent. In the recent phase the need for land and space to put modern
infrastructures and enterprises has been depriving them of their last refuge.
Earlier land was taken away by the Forest Department. Now it is being taken
away also because of minerals under the surface. Hence the new curses
amongst the adivasis: ”I pray the government finds some minerals under your hut
or fields”. Discovery of mineral wealth spells different things to different people.
For the entrepreneur it means the flow of riches and associated power. For the
natives it is the loss of land and livelihood, a source of trouble, dislocation and
poverty. The outsider controls native wealth. The adivasi is evicted and forced
out to fend for himself. Laws of compensation, as almost all other laws, are
manipulated. The shame is that the discovery of mineral wealth has begun to
spread final destruction for the native inhabitants. Land for mining is acquired
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under a minimum 30-year lease. Profits from mining accrue to the contracting
agency. The village is poorer by people, environment, ecology and resources.

Poverty, malnutrition, mortality, morbidity, illiteracy, unemployment, debt and
bondage among the adivasis have quite become their visible characteristics. For
year 2004-05 the state government has allocated Rupees 9, 368 crores towards
25 developmental schemes. Not one of them speaks of adivasi welfare or
governance at village level or other levels. There is neither evidence nor claims
to improving the quality of life of citizens, enhancing environmental performance
by involved players towards a competitive advantage for the native adivasis, or
even the one time holy cow of sustainable development.

An adivasi remarked to me on its unsettling irony that traditionally the
construction of a house had to begin with creating and dedicating a space to the
ancestors. Some years ago there was a World Bank scheme for subsidized
housing but had clear stipulations for building a toilet in the house. So, house
construction now begins with the toilet. So if you want to utilize the scheme you
have to first make a toilet. Subsidy is granted after the toilet has been
constructed.

A spot for the toilet, wet toilet, is thus displacing the entire conceptual and
spiritual process inside the community, symbolized also by this small spot to the
ancestors. As a result the traditional modes of designing and setting up houses
have changed. Now there is so much emphasis on the toilet being the first and
foremost presence? Now one cannot qualify for Panchayat elections if there is no
toilet in the house.

What is worst is that the toilet has no sewage, no septic-tank, there is no land for
that. Now there is muck both inside and outside.

Twenty years ago, the school was the most prominent feature of
outside presence in the village. It was also about the only forum for
daily interface between the community and State where the
community always managed to have an upper hand. The school was
less an extension of the State and more of the community, their
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culture, values, beliefs, aspirations and worldview. It signified about
the last and strongest resistance by people because it involved some
basic truths and undefined impulses inherent in their living as
against those represented by the ‘Scientific, managerial and
technocratic’ temper. More than a purported center of education it is
more an area of dissent and disagreement where the community
assertion is a shade more than the powers of the State. Were the
‘chaos’ that abounds not been there, the village school would have
run with ‘efficiency and order’. That certain tentativeness one found
in the school was the same as the tentativeness one sees in the
design and structure of a thatch hut or its large fenced enclosure, on
a forest trail, in physical postures, the course of a stream, the
apparent disorderliness of vegetation, value and worth of
conversations: all and much more, so finely intertwined with the
tentativeness of life, and the ethics and world views that emerge
there from.
Modern language has increasingly become signifier of activity,
mainly of activity involved in economic and managerial efficiency. A
discourse that in some measure or the other is not self-governing is
greedy and corroding and precipitates distress and suffering in
tribal individuals and communities. In its wake people suffer loss
and grieve over ways of life; rituals of celebration, healing and
correction lose significance. With invading discourses, the earth
and wilds lose as well.

Now the onslaught of commerce, market and technology seems to be
on the verge of sweeping everything as such before it. The only
countervailing force there seems to be is the assortment of Maoist
groups, active and increasingly powerful in the area. Life of ordinary
adivasis is pressed hard between the forces of blind market and blind
reprisal and revenge of the Maoists.
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Bastar in the Shadow of Globalization
In the past 20 years Bastar has changed in a multiplicity of ways. Views on the worth and value of
these changes could vary enormously. But however one may look at them, one thing seems stark
and overwhelming. The ancient inhabitants of Bastar seem to have been impinged upon, their
autonomy and cultural rhythms distorted and pulverized. Twenty years ago Bastar was
characterized by what appeared to the modern eye poverty and backwardness. That kind of
backwardness could be easily represented and measured in terms of certain indexes and indices.
Today it seems to be characterized by prominent pockets of urbanization, well laid roads and
luxury buses, large and modern markets, private schools, STD/ISD booths, private medical
colleges, drug stores, temples, paddy heaps, FCI godowns, krishi upaj mandis and garbage piles.
Twenty years ago however backward Bastar may have seemed to the modern eye, the adivasi had
his space and place within which he could conduct his daily life in consonance with his worldview,
self-image and cultural rhythms. Today that space seems to have been usurped. There is no space
left now to conduct his life around land, trees, water and animals, the defining attributes of adivasi
culture. It is their way of engaging with Nature and its elements. For him it is not easy to think of
himself minus the wild trees and plants, waterways, animals, open spaces, spirits and the sky. To
the Madia the wilds are their well loved home, their existence and livelihood (how far these
meanings have traveled in meaning and implications from primitive to modern times).

Wilds dictate the adivasi mode of life from birth to death by providing food, fruits of all kinds,
nourishing leaves and roots, honey, wild games, fish and an occasional bird, and by keeping
people warm with the fuel from woods, which also cool with their, at times impenetrable, canopies
and provide for adivasi material to build their tiny huts. His religion makes special sacrifices to
forest gods; offerings are made if for some reason a young tree has to be felled; there are
ceremonies before and after hunting.From times immemorial he has enjoyed the freedom with the
wilds, using its vegetation and animals, bathe in its rivers and streams, protect, revere and use it
for living. Yet he does not have a conviction that the forest is his, nor would he ever want to fight for
it though he shares an indivisibility with it.

To adivasi globalization has meant a deluge of the unthinkable. His wilds have been effectively
usurped and open spaces are disappearing. Species, which the tribals used to need for their life for
healing and spiritual purposes are becoming extinct and are in need of immediate conservation (for
example plants like Gajjhara, Kuchla, Maidalakdi, Nirmali, Manjurgodi, Gudmar, Katalu Manda,
Barah Kand, Chitrak, Kaliyari, Mayur Sikha, Parshabhed, Huirankhurdi, Sharpurkha, Kakjangha,
Kakodbajh etc.)
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Forests are now ‘managed’ by the Forest Department and utilized by the corporate world and the
local business community.

Forestry and mining in Bastar
Bastar is abundantly and richly endowed with forest resources. Forests comprise more than 70%
of the total land area and constitute a storehouse of industrial raw material for industry. They are
located on comparatively easy terrain. It is one of the rare forest areas in the country where Sal,
Teak and miscellaneous forests occur naturally over extensive areas. Bastar is the only region in
the country where timber, hard wood and bamboo are found together in large quantities. Forests
here can be divided in to four belts, namely, Northern Mixed forests, Central Moist Region
comprising of Sal belts, Teak belt zone and the Dry region comprising mixed forests. They
comprise mainly of Sal , Teak, Bamboo and Mixed forests. Other trees here are Sirsa, Bijasal,
Kusum, Palas , Mahua, Imli, Tendu, Harra, Kanha, Salai, Achar, Dhowara, Bhulra, Rohni, Amla ,
Khair, Samar etc.

Sal forests predominate the Bastar tract. In certain pockets almost 90% of the area is covered by
Sal. It is rated as the best timber in the country. It is ironical that the poorest people of India are
living in the areas of richest natural resources. Historically, adivasis have been
continuously pushed to the far corners of the subcontinent. In the recent phase the
need for land and space to put modern infrastructures and enterprises has been depriving them
of their last refuge. Earlier land was taken away by the Forest Department. Now it is being taken
away also because of minerals under the surface. Hence the new curses amongst the adivasis: ”I
pray the government finds some minerals under your hut or fields”. Discovery of mineral wealth
spells different things to different people. For the entrepreneur it means the flow of riches and
associated power. For the natives it is the loss of land and livelihood, a source of trouble,
dislocation and poverty. The outsider controls native wealth. The adivasi is evicted and forced out
to fend for himself. Laws of compensation, as almost all other laws, are manipulated. The shame is
that the discovery of mineral wealth has begun to spread final destruction for the native inhabitants.
Land for mining is acquired under a minimum 30-year lease. Profits from mining accrue to the
contracting agency. The village is poorer by people, environment, ecology and resources.
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Bastar has abundant mineral wealth. Iron ore reserves are 650 metric
tons, limestone 1600 lakh ton. It is projected that iron ore mines of Dalli
Rajahara would exhaust by 2010 and Bastar would then feed the Bhilai
Steel Plant. Limestone is available in Devarapal, Potanar, Laroji, Raikot
and Manjhi Dongri of Bastar district. In Devarapal, it has been certified
that there is an availability of 190 lakh tons of Lime Stone which can be
used for making cement. Because of this huge quantity of lime stone two
small scale cement industries were established. In Potanar Laroji 220
Lakh tons, in Raikot 160 tons and in Manjhi Dongri 1200 Lakh tons of
Lime Stone are available. The quality of the Lime Stone available in
Raikot is premium quality and suitable for iron and steel industries.
Bauxite is abundantly foundin Keshkal tehsil of the district. The large
quantity of this mineral is available in Bandhanpara, Kudarwahi,
Chotbera and Budhiyarmati villages. After survey and analysis, it has
been found that approximately 53 lakh tons of Bauxite is available from
these areas. Based on this availability of minerals, three plants have
been established for calcinations of Bauxite. Dolomite has been found in
Tiriya-Machkot area. A survey has certified that 450 lakh tons of
Dolomite is available and out of this 170 lakh tons are of high quality
which can be used in iron and steel industries.
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Recently diamonds have been discovered in the Tokapal region. Survey and prospecting are being
conducted under an Indo-German project. The State is also encouraging establishment of a Gems
and Jewellery Park to attract new investment in the sector.

Mineral wealth in Bastar is either being exploited by National Minerals Development Corporation,
under forest cover or leased to private parties. Private participation is being sought and
encouraged. The State’s Mineral Policy 2001 has created a conducive business environment to
attract private investment in the State, both domestic and international. Procedures have been
simplified and a complete transparency in decision-making claimed. It is being claimed that local
human resource is available in the form of technically qualified and trained personnel in geology,
geophysics, geochemistry, mineral beneficiation, mining engineering and environmental science. It
is only a disguise for greater influx of outsiders. The State is ensuring a minimum lease area with
secured land rights so that investors can safely commit large resources to mining projects. For
surmounting the long-drawn out process of getting mineral-related leases, at the State level, quick
processing of applications is given top priority. For major minerals under the Mines & Minerals
(Development & Regulation) Act, where approvals are required from Government of India, the
State Government is strongly advocating for quick approvals. The Raipur based Directorate of
Geology and Mining is reputed to be one of the best knowledge and resource centers in mining of
Chhattisgarh’s minerals. In a nutshell the approach under globalization is based on minerals and
mining. The thrust, evident everywhere, is rapid and practically irreversible industrialization.

Value and self-esteem of the indigenous inhabitance under globalisation
Globalization is adding in greatest measure to the displacement of adivasis through mining,
forestry and other industries. Poverty, malnutrition, mortality, morbidity, illiteracy, unemployment,
debt and bondage among the adivasis have quite become their visible characteristics. For year
2004-05 the state government has allocated Rupees 9, 368 crores towards 25 developmental
schemes. Not one of them speaks of adivasi welfare or governance at village level or other levels.
There is neither evidence nor claims to improving the quality of life of citizens, enhancing
environmental performance by involved players towards a competitive advantage for the native
adivasis, or even the one time holy cow of sustainable development.

Under the modern global economy, all that belonged to adivasis and was theirs has been taken
away, whether it was in the form of land, forests, water, animals, wild life or other forms.
Everything has been taken away, including the right to residence. Even to construct a
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house I have to seek permission from the forest department to use the tree on my land
to construct or repair my house or for whatever other purposes I need wood. The
government might have legally recognised it as my tree. But power has passed from the
State into the hands of the agents and functionaries of the corporate market. Though
there is some semblance of administration but there is no government. State is proxy‐
ed by the corporate world and everything has been taken away, nothing left really for
adivasis. At one level the material resources are gone, at another level all the resilience
that community had, that is going away as fast, and what is worse, is that even the self‐
esteem has been attacked.

How it is being attacked? Lets think that I am a tribal and this is my house. I have been living in this
house. And I have built this house according to certain norms of the community. And my
adherence to and observance of these norms shows I have a good equation with my community.
And now that is being displaced, completely. There is a new equation coming up which has
nothing to do with the ommunity, nothing to do with the kind of house that I have been
living in. Up to now, whatever he needed to build up his house, he needed a plot of land that was
available, some wood that was available, some mud that was available. Then came cement and
concrete. Though it had to be purchased but it was available. Nobody from outside could tell me
how should I make my house or what I should make in my house.

An adivasi remarked to me on its unsettling irony that traditionally the construction of a house had
to begin with creating and dedicating a space to the ancestors. But now there have come some
World Bank schemes for housing that give subsidy. House construction now begins with the toilet.
To get a permission to build with the World Bank subsidy under the scheme (Garibi Unmoolan
Karyakram), you have first to make a toilet. Subsidy is granted after the toilet has been
constructed.

The entire conceptual and spiritual process inside the community, symbolised also by this small
spot to the ancestors, is being thus displaced by a spot for the toilet, wet toilet. As a result the
traditional modes of designing and setting up houses have changed. How there is so much
emphasis on the toilet being the first and foremost presence? Now one cannot qualify for
Panchayat elections if there is no toilet in the house.
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What is worst is that the toilet has no sewage, no septic-tank, there is no land for that. There is not
enough land to make a toilet in their house, but well people are doing it. Just as there is no proper
outlet for water spills from the taps, there is no sewerage outlet for the toilet or to carry the waste to
a proper disposal facility. The scheme has provision for soak pits but there is no land for the soak
pits. This is particularly true of the roadside villages. There households are to have piped water
now, but since there is no outlets for the piped water so all that wet filth outside, that muck, which
was outside is now accumulating inside the house. Bathing, washing, cleaning, everything is now
inside the house and houses get wet from inside. Insanitation has, as a result, become ironically a
grave domestic concern for each family. Even earlier only a few spots, whether they were the
villages of North India or the villages of the tribal areas, few spots used to be wet the rest of the
village area remained dry and clean. Now there is muck both inside and outside.

This all affects the sense of self-esteem and autonomy of any and every household. It is at this
very subtle level there is corrosion going on. The most threatening, I found in my conversations
with them, is that there is no escape from these things. Well, if you do not make a toilet, you can
not get housing. If you do not have the piped water, there are other sanctions against you. Conform
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to what is made wherever, whatever, whether it is from the World Bank or government of India,
that’s immaterial.

There is also a shortage of drinking water coming in. Water bodies have been privatized or dried up. The
contractors have taken over the village. Contractors do not easily allow people to draw drinking water from
their ponds. Those that are not contracted are, in any case, drying up. Village Bheja has 5 hand pumps.
Three have not worked ever since their installation, the other two keep breaking down. Women fetch water
from 5 kilometers away. The state has also fixed a 75% minor irrigation development capacity, though there
is hardly water left for even drinking and washing purposes.

Perennial sources of water, ponds and other water bodies have been taken over by private enterprise also
for businesses like fishery. Traditional fishermen have lost their livelihood and are now condemned to work
as laborers in the service of contractors who have taken over village ponds. New technology has added to
the disaster. A hybrid fish from China is regarded as commercially the most profitable. In barely 3 months
this fish acquires 3-5 kilograms weight and fetches over Rupees 100/- a kilogram in the market. It is fed on
the remains of mutton and chicken. This has also had the consequence of depriving the local dogs and birds
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of their food. The fish also needs excessive salt and urea. Consequently water no longer remains fit for
human consumption.

Declining access to clean water has led to the rising incidence of gastro-intestinal disorders, skin problems
etc. The 80 odd kilometer long and cemented canal from Benjli Baandh to Bhilai Steel plant has water
neither for the local household nor fields. Taking water from the canal is now declared as theft and
infringement of the law. Various local agitations for more water have been suppressed. River Sheonath has
already been privatized. The committee to review the decision is, in the eyes of the people, only a sham.

There is hardly any Awas Bhoomi (residential land) or grazing grounds left in the villages. People no longer
want to tend cattle. Dependency on fertilizer has changed from domestic cattle to the market.

Corporate take-over of the State and Life in Bastar
The new forms of commercial intrusion have effectively begun to touch and mould the smallest
details of life and livelihood. For instance, the little tea stall which used to be invariably managed by
some local inhabitant or the other can now function only under some label like “Daily Needs’. New
technology shows itself in many forms. E.g. the profusion of ISD/STD booths, beauty parlors,
computer shops, auto garages etc. The entire way of naming things seems to have changed. The
earlier ‘Government Hospital’ is now named as ‘Community Health Center’. It is shrunken in size
but with a bigger fleet of motor vehicles.

What is striking is not the changed geography (expanse, well laid roads, constructions and
architecture etc) but symbols of development, affluence and modernity. Large showrooms of
electronic goods (fridges, washing machines, DVDs, TVs etc), garments, jewelers, refrigeration
and rewinding, large chemist stores, telephone exchange and plethora of STD/ISD booths.
Electoral politics (posters, banners, music, and other modes of persuasion and delusion; Bhaajpaa
Ummidwaar Saanvli Bai ko Vijayee banayein), polio campaign, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (Padhe
Padhayen, Desh Aagay Badhayen), Imli Andolan Prerana Diwas, 30th July 2001 (Imli ki Chhanv
mein gaon ka paisa gaon mein). Ramakrishna Ashram, Gayatri Peeth, Radhasoami Satsang,
temples, Panchayat Ghar, Janpad Panchayat, two Lodges, Shabri Handicraft, courier services.
The same place where 20 years ago there was just one medical store, today has 32 medical
stores.
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Standing amidst such symbols of modernity and affluence is the native Muria or Madia or Halba or
Aghariya; still in his loin cloth and tattered coat, looking lost, bewildered and out of place. Now
there is something in the new nature of size, scale and speed connected to Bastar. The pace of life
and things has changed particularly in the last 20 years. Space has shrunk but size and speed
increased. The earlier simultaneity of both lounging and activity seems to have been displaced by
ceaseless activity. Everything has changed, the way people talk and converse, greater mobility,
body language, architecture of houses, offices and shops (and the wares displayed therein)
everything is imbued with a cold purposefulness and impersonal efficiency.

Twenty years ago, the school was the most prominent feature of outside presence in the village. It
was also about the only forum for daily interface between the community and State where the
community always managed to have an upper hand. The school was less an extension of the State
and more of the community, their culture, values, beliefs, aspirations and worldview. It signified
about the last and strongest resistance by people because it involved some basic truths and
undefined impulses inherent in their living as against those represented by the ‘Scientific,
managerial and technocratic’ temper. More than a purported center of education it is more an area
of dissent and disagreement where the community assertion is a shade more than the powers of
the State. Were the ‘chaos’ that abounds not been there, the village school would have run with
‘efficiency and order’. That certain tentativeness one found in the school was the same as the
tentativeness one sees in the design and structure of a thatch hut or its large fenced enclosure, on
a forest trail, in physical postures, the course of a stream, the apparent disorderliness of
vegetation, value and worth of conversations: all and much more, so finely intertwined with the
tentativeness of life, and the ethics and world views that emerge there from. You see as long as
there was visibility of the State, we are talking about governance since yesterday, the presence of
the State was visible, one could see their offices, the forest department office, though they were in
run down condition but you could see it. There was this Block Development office, the
Superintendent Engineer and Junior Engineer’s office, other offices. They were dotted all over and
the State officials were featuring in people’s conversations, this DFO is bad, that official is corrupt.
Somehow they were figuring in people’s consciousness in their everyday vocabulary. But ever
since this process of modernity saturated in to globalisation, the state visibility has gone down
tremendously. It is nowhere on the top now. There is the globalised corporate on the top now. Look
at any town, the townships along the roads and even the villages along the road, you can clearly
see that; total takeover, it is governance by the market now.

State has moved into the hands of market, this is very evident now. You do not need even
intelligence to understand but just eye to see, what has been replaced by what. And how it is
governing their entire societies, their entire life-process, what should be there and what should not
be there. But matters are not so simple, to say that yesterday there was takeover by the State,
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today by the market. If I look at it from the adivasi’s perspective, matters are not so simple. They
are deceptive rather to say that it’s a takeover by this or takeover by that.

It is a question of the whole notions, whole definitions of a village, forest or other things of life as
such. To me a village constitutes of at least 50 houses. But in Abujhja Mad, land of Madia tribes,
an average of three houses make one village. I was living in the largest village of that area, it had 7
houses. 3 villages is an average; one here, one half a kilometers away, another half a kilometers
away disbursed with thick vegetation.

The Conversion of Wilds into the Forest
When I first went into this wild area of Abujh Mad, I had this beautiful notion, that there are streams
of waters, waterfalls etc. All this is in the forest, but in the wilds the moment one crosses the
Rubicon all this suddenly disappears. There is a belief that tribals have for all times lived in remote
areas of hilly forests and I also always thought that the tribals live in the forest. No, that is a big
misnomer.

When I was there with Madias, I had a major communication gap, because they were not in the
forest, where we understand them to live. Madias were living in the wilds, not in a forest, a different
entity altogether. The very word “forest” denotes a very different sensibility, by which very subtly,
unknowingly, a lot of dissolve happens. In a measure no less than the school, the forest represents
the State. Abujh Maad does not have what are called forests. The Madia lives amidst the wild and
rough country, Maad. Maad brings home so clearly how forest, like industry, is an institution of the
State.
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Forest is a social artifact, a civilisational and political artifact, with known sights, smells and
sounds, exactitudes and certitudes, like an industry, with a very systemic product, a
commodity. And everything in the forest is a commodity thereby. The forest is meant to
produce like industry is meant to produce, it is meant to be consumed, to be exploited, the
whole gamut of things. Such forest demands to be conserved also and thus the tribal life of
wilds will not be given access to forest easily. Forest and modernity are symbiotic coexistents; one cannot survive without the other. The slogan “Our Land, Our Forests, Our
Rights” suggests that adivasis ought to have adequate say, if not ownership, in matters of
forest and mining and in benefits accruing there from. Under PESA there are various Acts,
Laws and provisions to back up and support adivasi claims as such. But given the
asymmetry in local power structures, the industry-miner-state nexus misuses PESA in the
name of ‘public purpose’ and ‘national interest’. Instead of greater control over their
resources even the rights, which they could effectively exercise until about two decades
ago, are being usurped by private enterprise. Local small-scale mining initiatives on a
cooperative basis are being subverted and suppressed by this powerful nexus. Even
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leasing of mining sites for boulders and red murum is denied on grounds of “possible
ecological disturbance”. There is fierce protection and nurturance.

How could a Madia destroy his forest? He owns no technology as such, no trucks, not even
a bullock cart, no form of transport to save his legs. The utmost he needs is a small plot for
shifting cultivation and a smaller one for his hut, deadwood to keep himself warm in winters,
repair or reconstruct the tiny hut, weave a sleeping mat or basket or a ‘sieve’ for fishing, a
single bow and 4-5 arrows, a tiny tobacco pouch. His fuel needs for cooking are not much
because he doesn’t cook much. His forest for him is not an economic unit but a whole
universe, which cannot be claimed or used by any one.

The Madia is not a dangerous consumer of the wilds, forest or nature or the irremediable
primitive who destroys forests. It is the industry, township, development or some project or
the other as roads, railways, including social forestry whereby vast tracts of forests are
given over to outsiders who mercilessly destroy with or without necessity and with or
without coercive power. For the government, industry –and above all the civil society-- the
forest is a unit for revenue, never ‘optimal’ but ever increasing. Experience shows that all
such vocabulary as industry, township, government and civil society denotes excessive
organization, control, unequal rights and economies, which destroys nature and all ways
and forms of life save its own: but herein lies the certainty of its self-destruction.

The discourse of the forest is so irrelevant to the tribal sensibility, which one finds in living
in the wilds, because the entire code and mode of living and relating to the environment, to
the other human being is so very different. In the wild, it is the human being who needs to
be conserved. He does not conserve the wild, it conserves itself. The wild and rough
belongs to the realm of Nature which the State is hitherto willing to leave alone. How does
one estimate the mysterious unknown of Abujh Maad’s wilderness and without familiarity
with that which comes from the apparatus? There is a strong fundamental difference I
found in these two sensibilities.

The distinction between wild and forest is the same as adivasi and modernity. Whereas
civilization may leave alone for a while the wilds, it would not want to give up controls over
forest for a moment. It is like giving up control over industry and other modes that define,
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sustain and strengthen it. The value of a forest is calculable from the standpoint of
practiced economic principles. How can the Madia place a value on his tree of the wilds?
The tree explains him and consents to his existence. Days and nights are distinctly
demarcated and have distinctly different purposes in the lives of the Madia, the tree,
animals, sky and the spirits. An entire universe of complex and shared relationships
undergoes metamorphoses as day changes into night and night into day. What belongs to
one during daylight is renounced to the other at night. Such willful stepping down continues
everyday, since times immemorial.

Forest is a product of industrial age or post-industrial age and the system will not give it up.
Just as it will not do away with its industry, the industrial sensibility because it nurtures it, it
sustains itself from it, defines itself from it. Similarly, it will not give up the forest for the tribal
for that matter or for anybody else. When we talk of the forest, we are talking towards the
governmental language. With the government I do not mean the party government, but the
section, which governs the world today.

Forest is an institution, it is an extension of the state. You see the state there very clearly
whether in the form of market today or the earlier forms. Its laws prevail, sensibility prevails,
the kind of trees there, the way it is decided what trees they want and how much the people
can take from that and what they can take from the forest. Who in his sane mind can
expect the state to give up industry or the other modern processes, symbolising state
power, all that it stands for. How can it be expected to give up forest? It survives on the
forest, nurtures itself from the forest, the State’s self-image and self-definition comes from
the forest.

There is been so much hue and cry that tribals should have access to minor forest produce.
Schemes related to minor forest produce through strengthening of Gram Van Samitis, Van
Suraksha Samitis or forest-produce cooperatives are being resented by the people. In the
name of decentralization they are yet another means of establishing greater control by the
State and industry over local resources. May be the debate on adivasis needs a corrective?
It would be simplistic to expect that tribals tomorrow will have the greatest say in forest
management or forest running. The forest is the state itself. A forest can only be managed
and conducted, governed. Just as industry will not run by itself but has to be managed and
conducted. And the management, ownership lies in the hands of the outsider. Because an
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outside thing has been placed there, somebody needs to manage it for the outside
purposes.

More and more forest was acquired from the wilds by various forest acts of 1860s through
1990s. Or I would like to say since the permanent settlement by the British, by the
Company. The remote areas have been the only places left for Adivasis. They were always
pushed by the advent of modernisation and development. But this advent did not end to a
certain point, because now they have been still pushed to back of beyond and there is no
more land left for them to go to, to seek shelter. There are no more resources left with them
to survive on. This is the ultimate that can happen to a community. Marginalisation is
probably a lesser word. They are left with practically nothing. Nothing at the level of
material resources and whatever spiritual or emotional resources they have, have been
sapped very fast.

The takeover is such that the wild was been converted to the forest. Now there are only
one or two pockets of the wilds left allover the country, not more than that. It is those
pockets, which helped me to understand that the forest and the wilds are two different
things. Forest is a place of familiarity. Just as I am familiar with the industry today; I walk
into the tractor plant, I walk into the car plant, by and large I do not understand how they
make a tractor, but I know, this is what it is. And I know what the forest is. I walk into a
forest, everything is so familiar; the smell, the taste, the sight and even the other objects of
modern discourse, the sense of exactitude and certitude. Because the forest is, physically,
such a site that it gives me no sense of the sacred tree, which an Adivasi has lived with for
thousands of years in the wilds. Wild is not an extension of state or market, it is an
unsecurity of another Nature than the forest.

It is a very basic difference. One very strong difference I found in the forest and the wilds is
that in the forest I found birds. In the wilds, and I stayed there for quite a some time, I rarely
saw birds. The presence of birds is associated with certain kind of human habitation.
Secondly, allover India we find the stray dogs, in every village you find a stray dog, in every
forest you find a stray dog. But in the wild, a stray dog is a rarity. He will not step outside
the boundaries of the village. Only when people are moving on the trail in the wilds, will the
dog accompany, but the dog looks more scared than the humans. These are symbolically
two very vital factors, that there are no birds in the wilds, rarely sighted and no stray dogs.
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The forest is only a construct, a very economic construct, for commercial purposes. There
is no spirit in the forest. The wild is full of spirits. And people believe there are spirits. There
are nimals. There is unpredictability, there is uncertainty. There is everything that I did not
know. The forest still has some mystery, but that was hardly any mystery compared to the
mystery of the wilds. This modern scientific discourse rests on whole notion of exactitude
and certitude. It is certain, it wants exact. It aims for the exact, it moves towards the exact,
it develops the exact. Forest has this exactitude and certitude. There is no unpredictability,
no uncertainty. And I am not talking just in philosophical terms. In the wilds, the distinction
between the Adivasi discourse, which rests on uncertainty, unpredictability, the distinction
between Adivasi discourse and the modern discourse is so clear as daylight. So to
associate Adivasi with the forest is doing a lot of injustice. The tribal has lived in the wilds
and has never belonged to forest.

It is imperative to change the language, idiom and meanings by which you treat the matters
affecting the life of the indigenous people. Change that language so that the indigenous life
of Adivasis is not forced to comply to the meanings, which are foreign to this way of life and
not sustaining it but imposed on it from outside to exploit it for the intentions malafide
howsoever inadvertent.
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Comprehending Adivasi ?
The magnitude of crisis in modernity,with all its prejudices, is now so grave and selfthreatening that an alert understanding of our thinking behavior is imperative. Not only
how we acknowledge each other as human beings, for we may know why that is so.
However, when we prolong such behavior beyond us, when our collective internal
violence overreaches other existing and non-existing segments of a whole of which we
ourselves are a part we need a deeper and radical rethinking about all that goes into the
making of ourselves and the shaping of world around us. The alterations and
arrangements within the constitution of human society may go on at multiple levels, but if
such changes require transformation of even the values that enable us, then we are
stretching our 'Knowledge Systems' too far and over pressing our mandate beyond
ourselves.

Transformations call for orientations towards newer dispositions of understandings of
ourselves and others so that we do not put our hand on that which has given us life. How
poorly the Hill Madia perceives, say, material abundance can be a shocking revelation to
a non-Adivasi; as shocking as a non-Adivasi's perception of a Hill Madia is. Poverty has
come to mean the absence of material goods and wealth an abundance as such. None
can say, for instance, that the Madia is poor in food - in a non-agricultural, non-industrial
society-unless he were to come out of his forest and engage in trading forest produce
with the 'outside' world. In his native land and with practically no possession worth a
consideration he lives a life that is plenty in itself. The 'products' found in his forests are
valuable in as much as they are given a cultural meaning and significance but they are
not accounted an exchange value. The forests are a cultural asset and ‘knowledge
investment’ that has a defining role in his self-identity and affirmation.
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Memorial Stone
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How does one answer these questions? The questions carry a certain 'exactitude'. May
be a question inherently seeks an exactitude, a replica of itself in the form of an answer.
How can an answer be exact? An answer can only be proximate, a reduced distance
between itself and its original (the question), likeness and correspondence,

of exactitude. Commonly speaking, a reduced distance is only a reduced ambiguity, a
relative clarity and certain objectivity. In itself an answer as such is a radical departure
from the questions, the 'is'. The legitimacy of an answer as such depends on the
cognitive/non-cognitive distance it travels from the question, thus unsettling the very
discourse that the question represents. Answers may also mean departures, not
necessarily affirmations always. There is the prevailing popular notion of the absolutist
State allowing for no political space worth the name The discourse that the question
represents is infinitely more absolutist and allowing of no other discourse. Whereas the
question, by sheer power and repressiveness of its discourse remains 'legitimate', the
answer, if fetched from another discourse, remains illegitimate and without longevity.
Questions, when they confront Adivasi wisdom, carry a certain conceptual apparatus
and behavioural infrastructure which by the sheer volume of their implications and
affiliations remain overwhelming. So how can one answer the
said questions particularly when their object, the Adivasi, seems to carry a certain
ambiguity if not obscurity, a certain dimness bereft of the 'exact', and a certain
indeterminate, inconclusive and unpersuasive inner disposition. In the current discourse,
an answer as such can, at best, only be a passive subject waiting to be reconstructed in
order that it acquires a place under the sun, in the prevailing discourse, bereft of
autonomy and self worth. That is its fate accomplii.
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Some aspects of indigenous wisdom, or any wisdom, are unknowable. What alternatives
have we developed in order that they become knowables! There are no modes in the
modern discourse of knowing an experience (collective or individual) and gives rise to
categories which do not have much relevance to the actuality of experience. Inability to
comprehend has led to incongruity and non-correspondence; this is something which is
not native to the experience of Adivasi. How does one arrive at consensuality between
the ambiguous, obscure and dim on one hand and exactitude of current discourse?

The language, the idiom and categories of 'progress', of social, culture, economics,
science, technology, ecology which have developed in the service of modern discourse
and pursuits are cannibalizing and need to be re-examined. A society mesmerized by its,
at least, promised over-abundance and over-production, as also obsession with itself
and its instruments of governance as against self governance, is likely to fail to see its
paradoxes and develop a desirable order in foreseeable future. Devoid of prudent
judgement and creativity this discourse has become a prodigal plunderer of itself and
others, with an un-preceded ignorance and stubbornness to change. Atonements
without amends are counterproductive and self- brutalizing.

What is the language of enrichment? What is the celebration and festivity of equality and
reciprocity? What is the economy of permanence? What is the economy that is prudent-for only that which subscribes to the moral law is enduring and sustainable in Creation.
What is that inner urge and energy whereby a society opens itself up, historic energy
and richness restored, outward greed and plunder replaced by festivity which is
celebrated in interaction of social relationships.
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Evenings at Dadangir
The Sun was about to go down the distant western hill. I sat by the perennial
Dadangir stream. The pigeon flew by. Every evening it flew over Garpa, the
village that had offered me residence during my stay in Abujh Mad. I asked the
pigeon to come and sit by me, and to tell of the lands he had seen during the
day. He said it was not the time for tales, and that he was in a hurry.
“The Sun is dying and I am going to have a last look at the Sovereign.”
Uneasy, I inquired who said the Sun was dying? “All forest dwellers know and
are rushing to the hill while you sit here dipping your feet in the stream”,
admonished the pigeon as he disappeared towards the hill. Though I watched
the sunset everyday from there, it was for the first time I noticed the sun sets
behind the same hill, at exactly the same time, in the same primeval fashion, and
above all, everyday. For the first time I received a hitherto elusive permanence
about this simple and lucid certainty. For the first time, too, it registered that while
the sun is setting the forest is starkly silent; much more silent than during any
other part of the day.
I did not know wherefrom the Dadangir came, what sources fed it or what
vegetation mingled with its edges. A few meters short of the eastern-most hut in
the village it disappeared underground. After flowing thus sub-terrain it
reappeared some 1500 meters further on, on the southeastern edge of the
village. But this time it emerged as hundreds of drops of water, from a small
gorge in a wall-like elevation, collecting into a crystal clear small pool. From this
overflowing pool the Dadangir again took its streamlike form before inscrutably
disappearing into the vegetation once again.
That evening, like all other evenings in Mad, was starkly silent. Not a blade
moved, no rustling in the woods, the dust raised by children playing in the
distance fell silently; as though they were solemnly enacting an evening ritual of
centuries. They seemed to be playing silently, raising and kicking dust. Their
noises mingled so well with the ancient silence, each partaking of the other in
ample measure.
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There is something mystical and unknowable about evenings in Abujh Mad. For
the greater part of the day, however, the forest is a quiet world, still and frozen.
All sounds obtained a strange mystery; all mysteries are usually silent in one way
or the other. The region added to such mystery an enhanced magnitude,
bordering on both awe and human vulnerability in face thereof. The wind
penetrates the density of forest without a whisper. A sudden crack somewhere -what could have made it? A single peal, a whistle or inexplicable gurgle;
intelligible to the ear but without sound. Almost invariably, while walking on a trail,
I would deliberately infringe this silence, advertising my presence in a place I
seemed irreconcilably different from. It always appeared to me as just the note
that jarred. Though it was to reassure myself and warn the creatures that a
stranger, too, was on the move; only my movements — and the occasional
aircraft that flew overhead — seemed to make a sound that had no intelligibility in
the circumstance; the only sound dispossessed of silence. Sometimes a straying
animal prefers its siesta on the trail. Only 2-3 feet in breadth and clear of
vegetation, flies and other insects crowd less there.
Awe and wonder came easily, sometimes exultation -– sometimes, for a man
‘alone’ there, fear. Forest required new sets of life-related proportions, lesser
scales and structures to measure oneself with lest one felt dislodged, which I did.
There was very little of my upbringing and sensibility, significations, concepts and
constructs, the infallible certitudes and exactitudes that had driven my belief
systems and the scientific secularism; the repressive and totalitarian discourse
which has lent a certain unintelligibility to me and my universe; very little of my
equipment that could be put to sane use. Not that one never had any surmise of
such tyranny earlier; here it came with an unanticipated starkness. It was
humbling.
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The forest is too vast, too impersonal and variegated; too deeply labyrinthine,
shadowed and too much of a poser for one not nurtured in that sensibility where
clarity absolved itself of precision and certitude. Forest and man here have no
precise boundaries between them; and whatever forms of it exist have nonsecular value and significance, ever ready for restructuring and redefinition.
Observance and infringement of such boundaries were never antithetical. There
was fear but no conflict. In the outside world nature and most of human activity
seem to be in continuous conflict, the magnitude of it varying with time and
context. Something as ‘natural’ as traditional farming, too, has been in such
conflict. The greater the land usage the lesser the space for wild animals and
vegetation who have very little space to establish themselves without threat to
their lives. I have a childhood memory etched in my mind of a visit to my native
village: birds hopping behind ploughs looking for insects, like beggars, assured
and scared simultaneously. They build their nests and identify watering holes in
and around agricultural settings. Agriculture caused a relationship between birds
and man where very little existed, certainly not of the kind we have come to see;
man came to mediate between earth and other creatures. Forest has very few
birds; the difference is conspicuous and occasionally surprising. But then forest
has no agriculture.
Here one needs a fellow man for reassurance. Even a tiny fire in the dark
distance creates immeasurable magic with one’s disposition, momentary or
enduring. Alone he may loose all significance. There are reassurances of another
kind. Warmth, light, moisture, time and space, love and generosity -– so essential
for life -– are always present and dependable. Above all, a discourse that was
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conspicuous more by its absence, a discourse of silence, generous and
accommodative, without the repressive exactitudes and certitudes that
characterize the tormenting contemporary freedom, rigorously imposed. There is
much love inherent in accomodativeness, just as there is much hatred in not
letting be. The Madias’ attitude towards an outsider as me can be summed up
as, ‘We may not be able to do much for you but you can be here’. Silence is
probably the primary ingredient of democracy and freedom. Hasn’t life continued
in these forests over times immemorial, relatively unchanged? Freedom is
something not to be aspired or worked for. It is there, along with warmth, light,
moisture, time, space, love and generosity.

In his less than meager loin cloth, Banda was every inch an emperor. Stout,
straight and dark, I found him mostly silent, with a dignity that surfaced in his
majestic appearance and magic in his fewest of words. At may be less than 50,
he was the ‘grand old man’ in the village, having lived a ‘fulsome’ life. He was an
economist with words, movements and postures, familial and neighborly
relationships, expectations and demands; sometimes giving an impression as
though he was an economist in sensibilities and understanding too. For Banda,
which means ‘Stone’, freedom can be only in availability of plenty of free time.
One makes one’s living by living and not working. ‘Work is the most absurd thing
to pursue. Work is simply doing what needs to be done, and there is so little to do
in any case. Our business is to stay within the limitations of our bodies, the
business of forests is to provide us with individual and communitarian
requirements and structures. When we transgress the forest retreats, you cannot
pursue it, it can be an endless pursuit, futile and foolish. It may never make itself
available to us again. We will have to fend for ourselves and to go beyond the
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limitations of our bodies and location; everyone and everything has a body and
the body is not without intent. It is a reminder of limits, indeed about the only
factor in terms of immediacy that qualifies our non-transgressive ways of living
and relating. Our gods and trees, ponds and rivers, skies and earth hills and
plains are available to us and provide for us. We have lived in the forest for a
long time but we have not lived here in the nature of an intrusion. Intrusions
infringe and rupture relationships. Our business is to live, not transgress.’
Banda didn’t seem to have many premises, presumptions or inferences.
‘Everything perpetuates itself’. For him everything arises both spontaneously and
perpetually all the time, everywhere; in the sunset behind the distant hill, the
Dadangir flowing along its way, the gurgles and crackles, the weeds that spring
up in the rains, the maggots that appear in carcass or termites that breed in fallen
trees; the continuity between the dead and the living is tenacious and indivisible.
For Banda, life may still be forming by some unknown process under some
unknown circumstance in some unknown form in the forest even while we talked;
the forest too perpetuates itself just as the sunset perpetuates itself every
evening at exactly the same moment, in exactly the same fashion, behind exactly
the same hill. There is a certain permanence about things, which the Madia does
not want to change; a certain everlasting-ness in his culture and way of life, in his
relationship with the world around and beyond him. Banda lives in an economy of
permanence.
‘Life is itself a circumstance of birth, death and the interregnum. Who can change
it and to what end? All that you understand as change is an act of transgression,
un-silent and shrill. It is perpetuity of immeasurably ephemeral presences and
ephemeral absences; in all its known and unknown forms’. Such are the
intangible promises that keep Banda directed and full of reassurance, but no
guarantees; guarantees are constructs which don’t exist in the indivisible reality
of body and location; pursuits which are ‘futile and foolish.’ For him the only
proximate tangibility is his tiny thatch hut and acceptance that someday he too
must come to an end just as his hut has many a time over in his own lifetime. In
my search for guarantees, my mind has often argued, ‘why don’t the Madias live
in caves which are scattered everywhere, made up of mostly rock, closed on
three sides, safe and secure, reassuring of a greater endurance of life under
such conditions’. But for Banda, the eternal night of caves and underground
streams, clarity or confidence are not the issue. Light is also an evasion into
luminescence, beyond the distant dark. The greater the distance from the grass
hut into civilizational constructs the greater the avoidance of the enduring and
everlasting. ‘You can escape only into impermanence’. Unlike a predominantly
rational being he remains free to mystically participate with both the animate and
inanimate, with the eternal night of caves and underground streams and
luminescence.
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My dialogue with Banda, or with the forest, or its other dwellers, was an
impossibility of sorts while I persistently foraged into it. Our words were so
different and our meanings had nuances and settings that seemed yet more
different. I doubt whether it was anywhere easy to penetrate for any great
distance through that impenetrable screen of foliage –- that mysterious, magical
substance-- particularly where both leaf and stalk, and silence, were in
abundance.
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The Global & the Located
-On the issue of a Global Party

In the adivasi-folk worldview and self-image a global party, or globalization in any
form or appearance, does not hold much water. Not only do such notions not
spring from his experience and his earth, not only are they alien and non-dialogic
coercions, they are also mechanisms to perpetuate his marginalization.
Globalization is a subject where there are strongly held views but relatively little
empirical evidence, particularly of the micro level. Some view globalization as a
panacea that will reduce inequality and contribute to the elimination of poverty,
while others are deeply suspicious of the process, believing that it will lead to
further concentration of the benefits globally. Both side track the adivasi-folk and
disguise reality.
The issue is not of poverty, growth, equality, injustice -- or imagined alternatives - alone. In the last about 4-500 years ethnocide, genocide and marginalization
has characterized the relationship between the adivasi-folk world and the world
that regards everything – save itself – as ‘the other’. Now a worsened avatar of
the same continues vide what is called globalization. The first phase of
globalization brought in colonization and the second has institutionalized
marginalization through ecocide and development. Civil society has contributed
to this eventuality by engaging with the ‘establishment’ on its terms and not on
terms of adivasi-folk.
In the first place, globalization in any form is antithetical to the worldview of the adivasi-folk. It is
an abstract space that displaces the life space of the adivasi-folk. From his perspective life
space is embodied place. Hence the issue of habitation and locatedness is central to the
adivasi. He affirms locatedness through an almost sacred sense of ‘boundaries’ that can be
crossed only when one crosses over into ‘abstract space’ but which can never be crossed in life
space terms. The human body has certain boundaries and hence can traverse only certain
boundaries; the hut has an embodied boundary within which certain functions are to be
performed. Similarly the village size has a boundary (in Abujh Maad a village consists usually of
3-4 huts), its layout has a boundary; and the surrounding landscape has a boundary. Within that
is the comprehensible and the accessible. Outside that is the abstract, the incomprehensible,
which does not sufficiently address the body, place and nativity, the phenomenon of
locatedness. The body, as located, is the absolute zero-point from which all life space is
organized into here, there, up, down, small, large, accessible etc. Beyond this, the body-place
dialectic is amiss. The kinship between the adivasi’s being and being of the earth is amiss, too.
In locatedness there is attunement to local earth; attunement is embodied-ness, an
experientiality that is constitutive of who one is. There is a historical continuum of body and
embodied terrain within which body and place are intertwined. It is interesting to note in this
context a conversation with Astu, an adivasi in Bastar, some months ago wherein he said that
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‘boundary’ is essentially an ‘unknowable’. It is known after it is crossed; and then it is often too
late to revert. The very notion of a global party tends to represent such irreversibility; in itself
irreversibility is that which has no boundaries left. Contrast this with the unprecedented
expansion-compression of space and time in particularly the last 20-30 years through IT
revolution…… Have some boundaries been crossed? In the same vein, is the very notion of
majoritarian democracy a crossing of such boundaries?

Majoritarian democracy is constituted by the participativeness in nurturing the globalization of
last 4-500 years. On account of non-participation stemming from the strengths of their tradition,
culture and world view the adivasi-folk have been kept outside its purview, on the ever-receding
margins. In its other manifestation as the State, such democracy has accelerated globalization
through de-traditionalization of societies; and substituted voluntary cultural assimilation with
enforced cultural homogenization. Ironically, it is democracy itself that has denied them their
freedom of access to their world. In the adivasi experience of last 4-500 years this has been
unprecedented. At least for the adivasi the distinction between the State and society has often
proved to be a little too short.
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Art-Craft-Ecology Meeting, Salehbhat

Earth is the foundation of life of nativity and intrinsic-ness, the located do not
think of it as resource, nor do they pave it over or dump poisons or strip the
vegetation and let the soil run away. As the land builds, the richness and diversity
of habitat increases. More varieties of being and ‘non-being’ find niche and
expression in the web of life. In the adivasi’s locatedness, then, the earth is an
interdependent living community of memory and micro-organisms, insects and
worms, ancestors and spirits, small and big animals, reptiles and birds, water and
vegetation, cultural rhythms and mysterious and impenetrable knowledge: all live
in, contribute to and feed on components of the interdependent community of
being and non-being. Beyond this is the abstract space wherefrom body,
locatedness and boundary run away and the earth is no more. Looking at the
Abujh Maadia, locatedness and earth involve walking, and no more. It works to
communicate a certain way of being on land. The earth is only as big as where
his feet take him. Beyond that is the un-located globe. It is significant to note that
though the Mayans made wheels for their children’s toys they made none for
themselves. In the Abujh Madia’s world the globe is the abstract space which has
neither knowledge, cosmology, values of collectivity, reciprocity, respect and
reverence for the ‘other’.
Incorporating this in the global worldview, any or all of this terrain is, at least
seemingly, an impossible task. In Astu’s words, the global is the idiom of the
impossible and absurd. It is a peculiarity of such discourse that whereas it allows
for certain spaces it completely disallows others. Both the establishment and civil
society are perfectly married in this respect. The un-addressed epistemological
issue for both is whether there is only one metaphysics to contacting Reality.
In the discourse of modernity and globalization, in any form, the constituting of
personhood in the images of locatedness and landscape has been associated
with reactionary-ism where as the libertarian movements have invoked the
notions of personhood as disembodied from the native and the located. A regrounding of ‘polity’ through awareness of the located is an embodiment of the
indigenous discourse that comprises co-inherence of the earth and the self. The
discourse of modernity and globalization has marginalized majorities in their own
nativity by dis-embodying their discourse. Such blindness is connected with the
disparagement of the rhythms native knowledge. It is a crucial element in
perpetuating his marginalization.
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Jagaar, a near extinct music form
Art-Craft-Ecology Meeting, Salehbhat

To the eternal misfortune of the adivasi-folk, the all-encompassing
modernization/globalization metaphor defines the world for him. Nothing
conceptualizes a world view as well as its language. As it is, the adivasifolk is talked of in more and more globalized, modernistic, cognitive ways
in almost total exclusion of other aspects: the moral-aesthetic-spiritual
space that approximates the adivasi cosmology of dialect, language and
idiom of inter-relatedness whereby the ‘brother’ –locality, landscape—has
not become the disembodied ‘other’. He is wily-nily being made to live in a
historical-civilization context whose intellectual and moral visions are
circumcised by its continual denial of the other, where self-sameness is
enabled not through affirmation but negation. Hence, the continuos unease
of the adivasi with all forms and symbols of modernity. Such strident
predominance is crushing the native self-sameness and denies him access
to his world. For him there is an intense desperation accompanying this
realization. There are efforts now on his part to fill this ‘historicalcivilization’ void in his past by adopting/borrowing somebody else’s past,
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the Hindu past, Christian past by striking a ‘secular’ stance or integration
into a globalized structure as a global party, which is un-connected to his
‘landscape’. Hence, the relentless effort to uproot his landscape.
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Island in the Forest

It is my fourth day in Sonepur, the only Halba village in Abujh Mad and the only
village here that practices settled agriculture. Garpa, the village of my residence,
is another 30 Kms away. Have been waiting for a companion who could walk the
distance with me. Came here from Narayanpur, the sub-divisional head quarters,
where I had gone for my monthly purchase of rations like tea leaves, sugar,
lentils and match boxes; probably will never be able to learn making fire with flint
though even children do it with ease. Also, collected and posted some mail to
friends and home. Each time I go there my stay does not last more than 4-5
days, yet every act of living involves certain effort whether it is purchasing
stamps from the post office, transacting with the shopkeeper or just walking down
its 3-4 streets. Probably the lone occasion that comes close to effortlessness is
the time when I am playing an elementary form of cricket with the schoolboys.
This is certainly not to convey that I miss the forest badly, just that the world of
forest involves little of transaction. The inherent uncertainties of transactions,
that reaching out to modify and transgress the given circumstance in order to
recreate certainty, is life sapping in some measure or the other. Living amidst
the Madias involves very little of a tangible striving and impingement than in an
urban or semi-urban setting; as though living comes more naturally there. There
is practically little accent on executing in order to acquire, create or produce; both
time and circumstance have little of such life governing factors. The shifting
cultivation of Abujh Mad is as much a metaphor of transaction through minimal
human agency as an agricultural practice; it reflects in the persona of the Madia
and the way he goes about daily living. After coming here I have occasionally
wondered whether in modernity ‘pursuit’ is dichotomous and divisive; an unbridged interregnum between the human and freedom. It has had implications for
the spiritual, cultural, economic and political spheres of a community’s life and
the individual therein.
The Madia’s daily life seems to stem from economy of effort. Effort induces
certain friction and wearing away, a linearity that comes from divisiveness,
and, disharmony; as also an exercise in power and control. He lives amidst
a fairly primitive context of nature and lets it shape his fairly primitive life
style. One sees all around that in the forest least effort is expended. The
seed doesn’t try to fall from the tree, the tree doesn’t make effort to grow
nor do fish struggle to swim, stars sparkle effortlessly. There is a certain
defenselessness about the Madia and his forest as against defensiveness.
It is now the fag end of monsoon and still raining. Reminds me of childhood. My
grandfather used to say, during monsoon even a tiny cut or scratch doesn’t heal
easily. So true of here! Seasons in the forest are so different. Rains gently, for
days on end, usually without a let up. That the region falls in a particular rainfall
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zone is a good explanation but not enough. The already thick vegetation changes
dramatically both in hue and density while human ‘activity’ takes on different
forms.

Devgudi on Way to Binjoli
Rained all four days that I have been here. Sonepur is about midway between
Narayanpur and Garpa. It is a necessary night halt between the two, about 60
Kms apart. A halt at Sonepur lasts anywhere from a week to a fortnight and
more, depending on availability of a companion who could walk with you; not
many people have work in another village. They go only when it is necessary,
and there are not many necessities as such. During monsoons there are the
added factors of fulsome and fast flowing rivers and streams, difficult trails and
animals searching for dry ground if their usual habitat is seeped. Since I now
know quite a few people here, time is spent meeting them. Most of it goes into
‘purposeless’ talk, joking, listening to stories and songs; playing with children or
listening to childhood memories of the elderly; surprisingly things have not
changed much. Their 40 or 50 years old recollections may well be said to
describe today’s forest, rivers, animals, seasons, agriculture, demography,
village architecture, households and religious practices. Even events and
incidents, vocabulary, modes of description or fervor therein are quite the same
as one sees today. The Halba’s description of the Madia, bordering on disdain,
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doesn’t seem to have changed much either. At a rudimentary level, not a herb or
tree variety has disappeared, a bird or animal vanished, a river or stream
withered away or their water levels gone down, housing is in the same fashion
and made of the same material, the rhythms and practices of everyday living are
about the same.

Rains don’t leave one with much outdoor physical activity --with the exception of
trapping fish-- as farming, collecting firewood or forest produce. The Halbas are
not much for hunting, food gathering being practically non-practiced; may be
because they have been practicing settled agriculture for long. Surprisingly,
though it rains continuously, these thatch huts don’t leak at all. About the only
structure that leaks is the two-roomed bricks and cement school building. Hence,
summer holidays are followed by undeclared stretches of monsoon holidays. It is
a primary school with two staffers. Verma guru ji is the head master while Uikey ji
is the teacher. For the first time it seems that, as in other parts of rural India, the
school is less an extension of the State and more of the people, their natural
‘resources’ as land, forest, hills, desert, memory, vision etc. and the impact they
have on their cultures, values, beliefs, aspirations and world views. It is also one
of the few spaces left in whose conduct and running the State is compelled to
have a direct and daily interface with the community: children, parents and
teachers. It is probably the last and strongest resistance by people, may be
because it involves some basic truths of their living as against those represented
by the ‘scientific’ temper. More than a purported center of education it is like an
area of strife where the community’s assertion is a shade more than the powers
of the State. Were the chaos that abounds not been there, the village school
would have run with ‘efficiency and order’. That certain tentativeness we find in
rural schools is the same as the tentativeness one sees in the design and
structure of a thatch hut, on a forest trail, in physical postures, the course of a
stream, the apparent disorderliness of vegetation: all, and much more, so finely
intertwined with the tentativeness of human life and the values and world views
that emerge there from.
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Verma guru ji’s culinary expertise is far more remarkable than that involved in
teaching little children. His earnest and confident boast that he is the best cook in
all of Abujh Mad is not really out of place. Fittingly, dinner is hence occasionally
had with Verma ji. He hails from Bhind-Morena and I had the occasion to stay in
the region awhile during the dacoit surrender program. Some of his rather brash
ways, accent and mannerisms bring back some fond memories. Each region has
certain pronounced peculiarities. Verma ji represents his quite fulsomely; true to
the salt despite many years of a government job involving living in different
regions and cultural sub-groups. At heart he is still native to his place of birth and
upbringing.

Being the most developed village in Abujh Mad, it is the only one with an
‘occupation’. Bulk of the 50 odd families practice settled agriculture on
their lands supplemented by selling forest produce and fishing. The lone
Jogi family had settled here a couple of generations ago; it lives and looks
quite like the Halbas and owns the lone shop. Though materially better off
than Madia villages, Sonepur lacks the cadence of Madia villages and
represents driving forces that, despite their accesibility, the Madia chooses
to ignore. There is a certain ‘infrastructuralism’ to Sonepur. A certain
weariness in people, as also certain mutual distrust and disbelief that is
sapping, a distrust which makes survival a relatively accentuated act of
daily living; a certain skill involved in living here. Sonepur has a survival
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sensibility and depends considerably on the outside world for continuity as
such whereas the Madia requires mainly salt for his food and iron for his
arrow tip. The use and service of the nearest to exclusion of the farthest
locates the Madia in a grid that is his own. This applies to his spiritual,
cultural, economic and social life and needs in a very central way.
Practically every act of the Madia, his walking over distances as a form of
transporting himself, physical postures, accentuation in language and
vocabulary, consumption habits, sense of scale and size of phenomena
man made or otherwise, longevity and good health, usage of time over the
day affirm --first and foremost-- his location and nativity within a very
definite frame of time and space. His hitherto unwillingness to transgress
as such in a major way is a further affirmation of such location and nativity.
His prudence and judgement –religious, social or economic-- are governed
by residence and location. Both his means and needs are discerned by his
location. There have not been cases of starvation or cold wave deaths in
recent memory. Modern language has increasingly become signifier of
activity, mainly of activity involved in economic and managerial efficiency.

I no longer stay in the small and quiet Rest House of the Forest
Department, a bit lonely there. Despite comfort and convenience, the quiet
of bricks and cement is at variance with that of bamboo and thatch.
Moreover, the caretaker in his functions and behavior seems as much a
part of the rest house as bricks and cement are. He has to maintain such
standards of efficiency in order to retain his job. Moreover, the concrete
structure so sharply defines itself that it doesn’t seem to agree with the
surrounding ambience; it is a presence signifying hostile dissent. The Rest
House is a metaphor for effort, for continued effort, exuding power, control
and stranger-like aloofness rejecting all human forms of interface.
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Instead, now I stay with the Panka family whose children I educate in
elementary Hindi pronunciations or help in elementary mathematics as
additions and subtractions while they teach me Halbi, hone up my Madia
diction or help with botany or animal behavior. Soon after starting the
‘lessons’ we are rolling in laughter. There is more fun and laughter than
education as such when they burst out laughing at my Madia diction I can’t
help joining them for there is no malice or derision that I can trace. We may
not be formally benefiting much from such mutual learning but we have
come to form a good relationship of understanding, openness, trust and
helpfulness: the very basis of love and learning. How essential it is to feel
protected and defended in learning, even when one happens to be
exploring the new, unfamiliar and incomprehensible, be it a language or
nuance of a community’s life. Adulthood brings about so much difference
to such human characteristics. Not so much biological longevity but its
stage in progress determines an ethnicity’s anthropological age and
weariness. In terms of progress, the Madia is still the little one.
It would be interesting to find out Madia words for new, old, ready,
evolution, dissolution, freedom, protest, conflict, survival, economy, part,
whole, nature, endeavor, effort, protest, struggle……… The native word for
Abujhmad is Meta Boom, which means Land of Hills.
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Reconciliation and Located-ness
One who is located, he alone can like the location; he alone has a
correspondence with it; he alone belongs to it. Even an outsider can like
it, but in a different way. The State, market, naxalite, trader are all
outsiders to Bastar. They cannot like Bastar the way we adivasis do. It
would remain a means for them whereas for us it is both the means and
the end. One likes one’s place irrespective of whether it is good or bad.
The outsider has gripped Bastar. For us it is un-productive now. We have
nothing of Bastar that is productive: land, water, forest, mineral, and
environment. But for us it is still our place of liking.

In a sense you own your place of nativity. We all own it. But it is an ownership of
nurturance, not usage and destruction.

We adivasis cannot go back to the old though most of us want to. But we
cannot go back now; the threshold seems to have been crossed, though
who knows! There are two kinds of people: those who know and those who
don’t. The majority is in the first category. The minority amongst us no
longer knows. But they have tasted the awesome power and irreversibility
of modernity, the dazzle of life and times. The not knowing are powerful,
have always been, everywhere. They will not let us go back.
We are heading for greater
decimation and eventual
destruction. Even if you remove all
forms of modernity: State, market,
naxalites, factories, roads……!
Now we are in a situation where we
will have to keep powerful linkages
with such outside world. The best
they can do for us is give us control
over Bastar’s productivity. Now we
will have live by productivity, we will
have to sell our produce to the
outside world lest we, again, perish.
This is the powerful linkage.
The State, market, naxalites, trader
and corporates are all outsiders.
The fight is amongst them; natives
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rarely fight. We have no fight with A Traditional Healers’ Meet, Salehbhat
either of them; never had. But we are
the victims of their fight. We have had to forego not only our households,
fields, forests and rivers but also our ways of living and loving, our
traditions and cultures. Even our ancestors have had to be abandoned;
times are such that neither those who have inhabited the earth earlier nor
those who are yet to come, have any place in the scheme of things. Our
ancestors lived without livelihoods, we have to search for them. If we
worship our gods and goddesses, dance to our ancient drums, send our
young to the ghotuls, we are courting derision at the hands of society on
one hand and on the other, we are labeled as reactionary and counter
revolutionary. We have nothing to do with either of these,
As a native I have responsibilities too towards my location. I have to help keep it
healthy and clean, not abuse it. If there is abuse, it is my responsibility to help disabuse it. If there is a dispute over a piece of land between two people it is my
responsibility, too, to help resolve it. The outsider cannot resolve it. The State,
police or Court can only deliver a judgment. But resolution lies in sulah, in
reconciliation, in re-establishment of cordial relationships, in mutual
correspondence. The outsider cannot do this, nor can he sustain it. In law there is
adherence, not reconciliation. Reconciliation, sulah, to keval natives he aapas
mein karwa sakte hain.

There is neither political space nor theoretical place for such adivasi articulations.
Such absence, nevertheless, reveals the boundaries of such discourse and it
exhorts for an attempt to transgress to the space of otherness, to the wild and
wordless wastes of our forests.

Folk discourse emplaces
inequality, difference, power,
politics, interaction, community,
social movements, deviance,
crime, life course, science,
identity, memory, history. After a
prologue of definitions and
methodological ruminations, I
ask: How do places come to be
the way they are, and how do
places matter for social practices
and historical change or the
desirability thereof?
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Some Reflections Bastar
Probably that was the time when both converged effortlessly; yet the modern man in me
was at relentless loggerheads with the pre-agriculture setting -into which I had at least
physically transported myself- as manifested in the hitherto unknown fears,
incomprehension & bafflement, anxieties to define & hear the echoes of familiarity in
immediate surroundings. It was this longing for the ‘immediate’, my immediate whereby
the ‘me’ stood, as though, un-defined. The securities and comfort, the non-fear that
‘knowing and understanding’; and the echoes thereof that validate being & quest;
howsoever inconsequential & misguided they be in the eventual analysis. At least they
do lend one to ‘realities of the immediate’; but they are real insofar as they are there to
touch, feel & affirm, though eventually delude. Controversies disappeared. Comfort with
the unfamiliar, even though of a well frog, grows by addition; the familiar is usually unfaltering in its characteristics. I often wondered whether there is an equation of
uneasiness between knowledge per se and its implications in contemporary discourse.
Well equipped with his knowledge systems, pecuiliarity of searches, notions, orientations
and that ever unfailing set of certitudes the modern man is quite ever at continuous
loggerheads with those realms that emerge from a collective memory and to which not
every individual is privy; yet it resonates mysteriously in him/her. Probably it couldn’t be
helped; something involuntary about it. The familiar modes of even self-validation which
include quest, certitude, and controversy were amiss. May be the quest had become
the urge and longing that come from vulnerability and veneration. Certitudes were first
shaken with the shyness of elderly Bulki when she so coyly showed me the ring on her
wrinkled finger which she wore for reasons unknown to her; Jooroo scraping his razor
sharp knife on the bamboo shoot almost half asleep, or the non-chalance of unarmed life
amidst the wilds with occasional rumors of a tiger turned man-eater; Paradoxically, life
has continued there for I do not know how long. Or does it continue in the linearity of
knowing and not knowing, in the unceasing, may be in- fructuous, debate between the
two? Some twenty years later, I still wonder whether there is an equation of uneasiness
between knowing and its implications.’

Bastar, Abujhmad in particular, addresses itself to a wide range of issues: critiques or
received notions of progress, change and development, hegemonic intellectual
processes and systems of knowledge, and the potential for dialogue on visions of
desirable futures. As against the discourse of Modernity that leaves no space for silence,
Bastar mutely challenges the politically correct but essentially devoid categories that are
often sainted by the global establishment. As a pre-modern community, and a surviving
primitive experience, it represents resistance to being transformed into a modern
collectivity. Albeit, the resistance is crumbling. Some pristine mysteries of life,
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community, land, forest, livelihood, animal, plant, plurality, governance, the ‘self’ and the
‘other’ forgotten by civilization are being lost forever.

A Primitive Drum at Lingodev Temple, Semargaon

The need for dialogue and partnership of a reverse kind with such communities,
whichever part of the globe they manage to still survive in, is of critical importance if the
modern world is to make sense out of itself, if not save itself from self-inflicted
dissolution. This time the dialogue has to come from the other side and modernity ought
to fall silent. The conversation has to begin from there.

In its quintessential sense, Abujhmad is a possibility; a tentative insight into a world; a
concept that is not yet ‘verified’ but that if ‘true’ would explain certain ‘facts’ or
phenomena. The obsession of the modern spirit to tame and domesticate possibilities in
order to comprehend and exist. Possibilities as Abujhmad should be left as they are,
without definition, delineation or domestication…… It is like an idea that should remain
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out of our grasp, it feels good there, floating, healthy, coherent and aesthetic. Let it live
its healthy realism, for it may not so much represent ‘realism’ but it does communicate its
consciousness of a certain un-perceived realism.
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The Left Turn
- Narayanpur Revisited
It was already 5.30 pm when I left Kondagaon for Narayanpur. Kondagaon had
been reached at about 4.30. I wanted to leave earlier but the halt at ‘Saathi’
couldn’t be cut short. Conversation with people at Saathi was interesting; they
are trying to revive the traditional handicraft of Bastar. So keenly were they
speaking of their work amongst the craftspersons, even a hint of anxiety to leave
would have been discourteous, though my heart yearned for Narayanpur and
Maad. It was ‘so near and yet so far’. I was returning after long, and in the
interregnum never had even a whiff of ever again coming here. And now,
everything was coming on more or less a platter. Sometimes life unfolds in the
strangest of ways. At about 5.30 Nath again ‘reminded’ me that it was getting
late. Using that as a cue, I took leave and set off in that direction. It was twilight,
a wee more.
If memory serves me well, it was about the same hour, about the same time
of the year, the same mode of transport and of course the same narrow
road when I had first come to Narayanpur, sometime in about 1980. Just
that this time I did not have the good old and ‘indigenous’ Rajdoot but a
Hero Honda: faster, greater maneuverability, better road grip though I
wouldn’t have known how to fix it in case of a breakdown. Times have
changed; may be I am expected to have greater trust in reliability of the
machine than my own human ability. It was hard to come by on a dark and
practically deserted stretch of 50 kms right through a dense forest.
As milestones (somehow they appeared exactly as earlier) went by and my
alone-ness in that overwhelming darkness began registering, Abujh Maad
came flooding in all its magnitude, all by itself. Without its fulsome
darkness, near total human solitaire and heightened sense of vulnerability
therein, Abujh Maad wouldn’t have registered. It was as much about
Darkness as about Light. It was at Maad I learnt that fear needs no objects.
One cannot know fear without an acute sense of powerlessness and
vulnerability. Neither trust in the machine nor in one’s own abilities could
have worked. In a flash it seemed as if the two decades of interregnum
didn’t exist at all. The equation between Maad and me was exactly the same
where we had left it twenty years ago. Such re-generated familiarity seemed
to be a nice ‘homecoming’.
As I rode along with such uncertainties, newer factors began taking over. Uncertainties
began to be tainted with factors that didn’t exist earlier. What if I come across them, they
stop and ask the purpose of my visit? Would my answers sound convincing? That I have
a romance with Abujh Maad may not seem a reason plausible enough. Only 3 days ago
someone was shot dead in broad daylight on the National Highway at Kondagaon. A
fortnight back another was similarly shot dead at Garh Bengal. The Police Station at
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Gidam was looted in the middle of night. They had come in 3 truckloads and shot dead 2
policemen. “By sunset policemen lock themselves up in the thanas”.

Rapidly passing milestones reassured that I was getting closer to Narayanpur. In
twenty years I had forgotten such total darkness. It was the same, same narrow
road, going around the same hills, same rivers and streams, same bridges (some
with railings falling off), same utter silence despite the whirr of the motor cycle,
same reality with simultaneity of paradoxes, the same occasional adivasi
meandering his bicycle right in the middle of the road. There was something very
familiar about uncertainty and this very factor was itself reassuring. “Now
pathways in and around Narayanpur are deserted at sunset”. But that is how it
was earlier too. In that fear of wild animals, there was a relative predictability
about their space and time of movement, as also behavior. Even if one came
across, they didn’t ask questions or expected answers that satisfied the purpose
of their enquiry. The outside world, activists and mainstream academicians
expect arguments that satisfy. How painful can such structures sometimes be?
Such familiarity enabled caution with a relative certainty. In that familiarity there
was no element of armed and motivated human terror or insane behavior.
Coming across a stranger was reassuring, not scaring, even though one may not
exchange a word as one went past; one awaited the sight of another human
being.
I reached Narayanpur at a little past 7.
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It is bigger and now well lit. “Lights never go off here because of them,
particularly at night”. Came across a patrolling CRPF party, well armed and
meaning business. The police station is where it was. Immediately on seeing it,
the then Circle Inspector, Dubey ji, came to mind and how, lounging in front
courtyard of the thana, he would deprive the adivasis of the roosters they brought
for selling in the haat. Dubey ji was later awarded the President’s Gallantry
Medal, ostensibly for a different reason but which none fathomed. Its fortified
outer walls told a different story now. In the courtyard and on the walls were
placed sandbags and other protective paraphernalia. Compared to the rest of the
town, it was rather dimly lit. Fear was perceptible in the town. “I close this dhaba
latest by 9 pm, those in Bakrapara (outlying part of the town) shut down by 8.30.
Though there wasn’t much business, there was a time when we remained open
till 11-12. Now the town is deserted by 9-9.30”. The bus stand has shifted. At the
earlier site, the same bargad stands. Its circular platform is smoother and better
cemented, larger too. Instead of that small tea stall now stands a store, ‘Daily
Needs’. Three STD/ISD booths adjoin it, followed by a hair cutting saloon, beauty
parlor, offset printer and ‘Romy Computers’. The stone’s throw away General
Hospital of earlier has now become ‘Community Health Center’, shrunken in size
but with bigger fleet of motor vehicles.
What was striking is not the changed geography (expanse, well laid roads, later
constructions etc) but symbols of development, affluence and modernity. Large
showrooms of electronic goods (fridges, washing machines, DVDs, TVs etc),
garments, jewelers, refrigeration and rewinding, large chemist stores, telephone
exchange and plethora of STD/ISD booths, electoral politics (posters, banners,
music, and other modes of persuasion and delusion; Bhaajpaa Ummidwaar
Saanvli Bai ko Vijayee banayein), polio campaign, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
(Padhe Padhayen, Desh Aagay Badhayen), Imli Andolan Prerana Diwas, 30th
July 2001 (Imli ki Chhanv mein gaon ka paisa gaon mein), Ramakrishna Ashram,
Gayatri Peeth, Radhasoami Satsang, temples, Panchayat Ghar, Janpad
Panchayat, two Lodges, Shabri Handicraft, courier services.
After 20 years I had a breakfast of jalebi, moong daal bhajiya and aaloo gunda;
Shankar Dhaba still survives: same blue colored doors, green interiors, wet and
messy floor, same jalebi, bhajiya, gulab jamuns, pedas in the same grimy bowls,
same garishly done photograph of Late Sh. Shankar looking down from the main
wall, now mica topped tables and painted chairs but still looking run down; not
doing well since the bus stand shifted. About 10 meters away, the post office still
stands, the bright red post box at exactly the same spot in front of it. But clearly,
it is less frequented. The Bargad tree stands, unmindful, still performing the same
role, function and responsibilities. Fewer people lounge there in the morning sun
now.
There is more to Narayanpur. Now there is something in the nature of size scale
and speed to it. Now it seems to have acquired a sense of ‘pre-occupation’. The
earlier simultaneity of both lounging and activity seems to be bristling with
activity. Changed conversations, greater mobility, body language, architecture of
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houses, offices and shops (and the wares displayed therein) are imbued with a
cold purposefulness and impersonal efficiency. The lone ‘Raj Medical Stores’
today has about ten competitors. The ‘Daily Needs’ at old bus stand sells an
assortment of Maggie Noodles, butter, jam, chocolates, cricket pads.

Worship Artifacts Semargaon
“While we were celebrating Ganesh puja at the Chowk they came and fired all
over. The pandals and gateways were burnt down. The police came once
everything was over. Even the powerfully connected Ramakrishna Ashram is not
allowed to function as well as it did once upon a time”.
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Damaged Primary School, Semargaon
The Ashram is spread over more than 50 acres. There is a well-equipped
hospital, a large school and a large Fair Price Shop, apart from a prayer hall,
parks, recreation center and administrative buildings. The Swamiji informs they
have 4 smaller centers running in Abujh Maad. Each has a Vidya Mandir,
Swasthya Kendra and fair price shop (at Irakbhatti, Kacchapal, Kundla (4kms
short of Sonepur) and another village. “They are not letting us work there; our
centers are not running well. We go there only when it is necessary. It is risky.
Though they know us well enough, we have to carry ID cards, else they create
problems. In any case without their permission you cannot enter Maad. Road,
tracks and trails are mined. Sometime back 2 truckloads of road building material
was blown to smithereens. The CRPF Post at Sonepur had to be withdrawn 5
months ago. Traders, however, have betteraccess to Maad. They pay hefty
commissions”.
The affable youngster at the STD booth was born in 1985; about the year they
had begun making initial forays. “In 1999 they blew up a Chhatisgarh Roadways
bus at Benur (20 kms short of Narayanpur) in broad daylight. Passengers were
asked to disembark and move away. Some of the passengers were later picked
by the police and locked up in the Thana overnight. They were released after
being photographed and pledging that they would not move out of their houses
for next 30 days. Frequently the police came home to enquire whether they had
links with them.
They board buses from anywhere and tell people to shout ‘Lal Salaam’ or paint
slogans inside and outside. From Raoghat (20kms on the road to Antagarh)
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forest depot they kidnapped two forest guards, from near Dantewada a police
Circle Inspector was kidnapped and freed only after 5 of their comrades were
released. A picnic party of some from Kolkata was taken hostage but released
soon after. Most pathways are mined and detonated at will (this youngster has
learnt the technique, through hearsay). It would be foolhardy, Sir, for you to visit
Sonepur. There are 2 Sonepurs now. With their help the Halbas have banished
the outsiders who had settled there generations ago (The jogi family, I am told, is
still there); even the Madias who had settled over the years. They have re-settled
themselves about 3 kms NW”.

Damaged Primary Health Centre Semargaon
Radhey Shyam who has worked with Ramakrishna Ashram and is now planning
for a PhD says many Madia families from different villages have left the place of
their home and hearth since times immemorial. They have now settled in and
around Narayanpur doing odd jobs for a living. After Gayatri Peeth entered Maad
many Madias vowed to abstain from Maans and Mahua. Dada log insisted they
resume it. Those who stuck to their pledge were beaten and tortured. After they
couldn’t take it any more, they fled.
Briheberda
I am at village Briheberda, 7kms on the Narayanpur-Sonepur stretch. Sitting in
an abandoned ‘chai dhaba’, a thatched verandah of a room. The weather beaten
doors bear a worn out lock, for a long time it seems. Under the thatch roof, at the
2 extremes, lie two wooden planks supported by small rocks. They must have
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served as benches at one time. Other tell tale signs, too, suggest here travelers
to and fro took free rest, and tea if they had the money. The 20 meters away
primary school is similarly abandoned. The Resham Udyog Kendra further down
towards Narayanpur, and, which at one time I saw as having a reasonable
semblance of activity, looks similarly lifeless. I motorcycled another kilometer in
the direction of Sonepur and Garpa. Another 2 hours and I could be in Sonepur,
then Garpa, when there appeared a trench right across the narrow stretch, about
2.5’ broad and 2’ deep. It conveyed a certain sternness. Does this mean, ‘don’t
go beyond’! Wondering thus, the row of boulders across the stretch short of
Briheberda began making sense. It hadn’t registered when I rode through the
small breach there.
Now, there wasn’t a sane option left. Maad stood right there, within a handshake,
now a land of landmines.
I bade good bye; and turned back…!
Sitting at Briheberda, under the thatch roof, exactly as 20 years ago. But times
have changed.
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Vulnerability of Permanence

I was in Bastar, in this Adivasi area called Abujh Mad (Unknowable Mad). That was
not the first time I was in a tribal, Adivasi area. In other parts of Chattisgrah there
are other tribal areas, in some other parts of north Madhya Pradesh also, around
Karahal, and some visits to some other Adivasi areas in Orissa, Bihar and
Jharkhand.

But in going to this particular area in Bastar I was exposed; exposed in the sense
that I did not know I was capable of so much reaction and bafflement. E.g. I did
not know what a forest is, though I thought I knew, had notions conception of its
signification, a whole imagery of it. I always thought of Nature as very kind and
nurturing, but when I began living in that forest – that tribe of Hill Madias was still
in the food gathering, hunting stage – I felt exposed. The sheer, raw, threatening
Nature, for me it was threatening, though I discovered it was not so threatening
for the Adivasi. Whether sleeping, sitting, walking, for greater part of the day one
had to be extra careful. While sleeping there had to be at least a burning log to
keep the snakes and scorpions away; while walking careful of sudden appearance
of animals, of jagged rocks, thorns and so on and so forth.

That was one. The second was the sheer mysteriousness of the forest, the awe.
One just did not know what lay at the next step. Moving alone was ‘forbidden’. I
am giving this small background to say whatever bit I have been saying always:
the contextual universe that generates mindsets, modes of understanding, objects
of understanding and cogency of the same. There was so much fear. I felt that
basically I have been brought up in a climate of fear and distrust. I could not
initially trust my gods – by then I had begun remembering them – to save me. So I
began trusting their gods, there was no other alternative. That was the first time in
life when before sleeping I had begun praying, for houses are of thatch roof and
walls of woven bamboo strips which any animal can demolish, probably even a
goat. Also, I began believing in evil spirits and ghosts because I was told that’s
the reality. At every step one had to be careful, one cannot urinate here, one
cannot defecate there because that’s so & so’s sacred spot, so & so’s sacred tree
or bush. Even before performing these very normal functions of everyday living I
had to remember some god or the other, I had to be careful and hope this is not
some god’s or spirit’s spot. Actually… Suresh is here and I’ve shared this with
him earlier that I had gone there with a clear-cut purpose in mind. ‘Clarity’ is a
very powerful tool in my discourse, our discourse, probably without it the whole
discourse tends to fall to pieces. So I’d gone with the purpose of…let’s say
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studying them. But in the process the tables were reversed and I found that I had
become the object of my own ‘study’. My reactions, responses, incomprehensions
and sheer inability to form relationships with that layered and layered universe,
how can understanding occur without a corresponding relationship between the
subject and the object; and my isolation from the outside world that sustained and
nurtured me. All these things came as got exposing myself to myself.

Close resemblance of an Abujhmadia House, less the fencing

There was a very important word used by Indu ji just now: smruddhi, it means
prosperity. There is only prosperity there. The expanse of land is so much but
occupation over it is bare minimum. Just a hut which is 8’X10’, about that size,
and the hut was resorted to only at night; and then it was not just the occupants
of that family that slept there but also their goats, some dogs, poultry and in some
cases I saw pigs. Otherwise life was outside the hut over vast expanse of land,
forest, hills, rivers, streams, ponds, animals and the whole sky. Their notion of
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prosperity and property was not linked, not in the same way as is the case with
me. There was so much prosperity that there was no, if I am correct, at least a
reported starvation death, a reported cold wave death. I never came across any
report as such and Suresh examined the possible earlier reports at the Archives,
libraries etc. I used to wonder why are there so many starvation deaths outside. Of
course, I knew the reasons whatever reasons I knew. These people who don’t
even know what is agriculture, who don’t even know domestication of animals in
the way we know, who don’t have a namesake house for living, or even a sheet to
cover themselves with in that severe cold, how is it that there are no deaths as
such here. So it was a very different kind of universe I saw or felt exposed to.

There were those fears or uncertainties of every day living in the Hill Madia’s life
and rhythm. However, these were not related to another human being but to
Nature of which he was a mere part and he accepted it fulsomely. For instance,
the acceptance of death, there is somebody dying at home because of snakebite,
It is night, he will not go out though he knows where the herb is to be found; nor
is he going to the medicine man’s hut for his chants. For one like me, that is not
trying enough to save a noble life because I am told a human life is noble. But he
is not moving out though his children are crying and he himself is crying. But he
is not stirring out because it is night and time for animals and not for him. So,
what does one call that: callousness, irresponsible, uncaring husband, patriarchy
at work? What? Because when the man is dying similarly, the wife is doing the
same. When the child is dying, both are doing the same. I discovered there is so
much acceptance of who they were and where they were living and why there is
death. To me they lived life on life’s terms instead of dictating terms to life itself or
trying to change the unchangeable larger reality; and in the process undergo the
sheer strain, stress, frustrations and eventually sheer futility of such endeavors.
This is not to say that relationship between man and man was beautiful there but
that I did not come across relationships that were un-beautiful. I could not find
relationships that I find here, including mine own. It is lacking even in the basics.
For me it’s a matter of shame, the kind of relationships I have as a human being of
contemporary discourse. The kind of freedom the Madia lives in; like yesterday
Bhuvan and I were talking in a different context, that if you slap an Adivasi he
doesn’t really react to it. Is that not freedom from the other person, the slapper?
My convictions like freedom, justice, equality etc were radically challenged. I
discovered there is so much I need to correct in my own life as a modern human.
The crisis, whether of survival or otherwise, is not there, the crisis is here. But I do
create crisis for him by not identifying my own crisis, firstly and, secondly, as
Indu ji was saying, by talking of land, entitlements, ownership, property, economic
relationships, progress etc which I had done for a few years; at least before going
there I was doing all this. As somebody was saying it here or elsewhere the
Adivasi ‘culture’ is a ‘maun’ culture, a silent culture.
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Devgudi(Temple) near Barsur

Certain things in that universe were so permanent, and that was the first time I
really saw – I am talking of permanence and not change – and noticed in a
conscious and informed way that the sun always sets in the west only. There were
those hills those Abujh Mad hills and it always set there only, behind that
particular and nameless hill. It seemed to have a bearing on the Hill Madia’s inner
universe. I remember once Suresh was talking to a Madia and he was wondering
what is justice. We tried to explain it to him and having understood it all he
remarked, ‘Yes I think now I understand it but the problem is we have no thieves
because whatever is, belongs to everybody. Where there is no individual
ownership or acquisition of things how does jurisprudence as such come in?’
Like Indu ji was saying, ‘same clothes, same modes of living’, a phenomenon of a
certain permanence. Coming from a certain universe as I was, it was a state of
intellectual, emotional and spiritual confusion for me, a state of deep pain and
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anguish. I had come for a very simple purpose and here the whole table is turned
around.

So much got clarified in the process, at least about myself and the
discourse I belong to. Even that which my discourse tells me is bare
minimum and is detrimental to both their and my autonomy and survival. It
doesn’t seem really possible to talk about the Adivasi in my modern
language. In some ways my modern language is woefully short and lacking
in sensitivities. I am not implying I don’t have the words. I have the words
but these very words don’t denote the same meaning as they acquire there.
We are short on meanings and their sensibilities, not on words.
From a talk on ‘Conversations on Earth, Dignity, Vernacular Wisdom &
Swaraj’
March 28 – 29 2004
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